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ABSTRACT
We present full spectral scans from 200–670 µm of 26 Class 0+I protostellar sources, obtained with Herschel -SPIRE,
as part of the ”COPS-SPIRE” Open Time program, complementary to the DIGIT and WISH Key programs. Based
on our nearly continuous, line-free spectra from 200–670 µm, the calculated bolometric luminosities (Lbol) increase
by 50% on average, and the bolometric temperatures (Tbol) decrease by 10% on average, in comparison with the
measurements without Herschel. Fifteen protostars have the same Class using Tbol and Lbol/Lsmm. We identify
rotational transitions of CO lines from J = 4→ 3 to J = 13→ 12, along with emission lines of 13CO, HCO+, H2O,
and [C I]. The ratios of 12CO to 13CO indicate that 12CO emission remains optically thick for Jup < 13. We fit up to
four components of temperature from the rotational diagram with flexible break points to separate the components.
The distribution of rotational temperatures shows a primary population around 100 K with a secondary population
at ∼350 K. We quantify the correlations of each line pair found in our dataset, and find the strength of correlation
of CO lines decreases as the difference between J-level between two CO lines increases. The multiple origins of CO
emission previously revealed by velocity-resolved profiles are consistent with this smooth distribution if each physical
component contributes to a wide range of CO lines with significant overlap in the CO ladder. We investigate the
spatial extent of CO emission and find that the morphology is more centrally peaked and less bipolar at high-J lines.
We find the CO emission observed with SPIRE related to outflows, which consists two components, the entrained
gas and shocked gas, as revealed by our rotational diagram analysis as well as the studies with velocity-resolved CO
emission.
Corresponding author: Yao-Lun Yang
yaolun@astro.as.utexas.edu
∗ Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with
important participation from NASA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large samples of protostars in relatively nearby (d ≤
300 pc) clouds have been developed through recent sur-
veys with the Spitzer Space Telescope (e.g. Evans et al.
2009a; Dunham et al. 2015) as well as the Herschel
Space Observatory (e.g. Andre´ et al. 2010; van Dishoeck
et al. 2011; Kirk et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013b; Manoj
et al. 2016; Mottram et al. 2017), along with ground-
based surveys (e.g. Jørgensen et al. 2009). Over recent
decades, infrared and submillimeter studies of such sam-
ples have allowed significant advances in our understand-
ing of the properties, structure and evolution of such
protostars.
ISO/LWS spanned the 20–200 µm spectral region and
was well-suited to study the warm (T > 100 K) region
of protostellar envelopes, distinguishable from the am-
bient cloud typically probed in ground-based millimeter
studies. ISO-LWS detected gas phase H2O, high-J CO
rotational transitions, and fine structure emission lines
toward protostars and related structures (e.g., Loren-
zetti et al. 1999; Giannini et al. 1999; Ceccarelli et al.
1999; Lorenzetti et al. 2000; Giannini et al. 2001; Nisini
et al. 2002). These lines were considered to originate
from the outflows (Giannini et al. 1999, 2001; Nisini
et al. 2002), or the inner envelope (Ceccarelli et al. 1999);
however, recent observations of Herschel Space Obser-
vatory clearly show that these lines are dominated by
outflow activity (Kristensen et al. 2010, 2012; Mottram
et al. 2014).
Herschel was an European Space Agency (ESA)
space-based far-infrared/submillimeter telescope with
a 3.5-meter primary mirror (Pilbratt et al. 2010). For
the first time, Herschel -SPIRE (Spectral and Photo-
metric Imaging REceiver, 194–670 µm; Griffin et al.
2010) enabled low resolution spectroscopy of the entire
submillimeter domain. These wavelengths are sensitive
to dust continuum, and provide access to the full suite
of mid-J CO, HCO+, 13CO and several H2O emission
lines.
In the previous analysis with data from the Dust,
Gas, and Ice In Time Herschel Key Program (DIGIT),
we used the PACS spectrograph (50–200 µm, Poglitsch
et al. 2010) to characterize a sample of well-studied pro-
tostars, selected from the c2d sample, including both
Class 0 and Class I objects (Green et al. 2013b). Sim-
ilar studies also used PACS data to characterize the
properties of protostars in different regions with data
from the Water in Star-forming Regions with Herschel
(WISH) Key Program (Karska et al. 2013) and the
Herschel Orion Protostar Survey (HOPS) Key Program
(Manoj et al. 2013, 2016). The analysis of the combined
PACS and SPIRE spectra was also presented for specific
sources (e.g. Serpens SMM1, Goicoechea et al. 2012).
The full Herschel bands contain numerous pure rota-
tional transitions of CO, as well as lines of H2O, OH,
HCO+, and atomic lines ([C I], [C II], [N II], and [O I]),
all potential tracers of gas content and properties. Her-
schel enabled access to the CO ladder toward higher
energy levels (Jup=4–48), providing an opportunity to
constrain the origin of CO emission entirely. At least
two rotational temperatures are typically found with the
PACS spectra toward embedded protostars (e.g. Green
et al. 2013b; Manoj et al. 2013; Karska et al. 2013).
The SPIRE spectra reveal the colder CO component,
which has a different physical origin than the one for
the higher-J CO lines, suggested from velocity-resolved
observations (see Kristensen et al. 2017b). Visser et al.
(2012) argued that C-type shocks dominate the high-J
CO lines at embedded sources with the the velocity-
unresolved PACS data, while Yıldız et al. (2012) found
the signature of shocked gas in the broad line profiles in
the CO J = 6→ 5 line, suggesting a different origin for
the higher-J CO lines compared to the CO lines that
are typically accessed from the ground (Jup ≤ 3). Kris-
tensen et al. (2017b), who have a similar source list,
showed that the CO J = 16→ 15 line contains a broad
component at the source velocity and a narrow compo-
nent offsetting from the source velocity.
The emission of water has a similar line profile to
the broad component found in CO J = 3→ 2 and
J = 10→ 9 lines (Kristensen et al. 2012; Mottram et al.
2014, 2017). Both the line profiles and spatial extent
of water emission suggest its close relation to outflows
(Santangelo et al. 2012; Vasta et al. 2012; Kristensen
et al. 2012; Mottram et al. 2014, 2017). Detailed mod-
elings of water emission indicate a similar shock origin
to the high-J CO lines (Karska et al. 2014; Manoj et al.
2013, Karska et al. to be accepted) Thus, these lines
make excellent diagnostics of opacity, density, temper-
ature, and shock velocities (e.g., Kaufman & Neufeld
1996; Flower & Pineau Des Foreˆts 2010; Neufeld 2012)
of the gas surrounding these systems (Kristensen et al.
2013; Mottram et al. 2014).
In this work, we present Herschel -SPIRE observations
from the “CO in Protostars-SPIRE” (COPS-SPIRE)
survey (PI: J. Green), of 27 protostars taken from the
“DIGIT” and “WISH” samples. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the sample, and provide an archive of 1–1000 µm
spectral energy distributions (SEDs), combining the
Spitzer -IRS, PACS, and SPIRE spectra, along with the
description of the data processing pipeline. In Section 3,
we present the SEDs and the line fitting results, as well
as the effect of emission lines on photometry. We charac-
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terize the molecular and atomic lines with a customized
line fitting pipeline previously optimized for Herschel
spectra, and provide the detection statistics and limits.
In Section 4, we derive the optical depth of CO and dis-
cuss the uncertainties. We perform rotational diagram
analysis of CO and HCO+. Furthermore, we character-
ize the correlations of each pair of lines detected in our
sample, and discuss the origin of CO gas. In Section
5, we consider the classification system in the context
of the origin of the CO emission. We also compare our
analyses to those of FU Orionis objects, T Tauri stars,
and Herbig Ae/Be stars (Green et al. 2013a; Fedele et al.
2013). We summarize our conclusions in Section 6.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. The Sample
Our sample of 27 “COPS” protostars contains 20
sources overlapping with the DIGIT (PI: N. Evans;
Green et al. 2013b; Fedele et al. 2013; Meeus et al. 2013;
Lee et al. 2014) and 17 overlapping with the WISH (PI:
E. van Dischoek; van Dishoeck et al. 2011; see also Nisini
et al. 2010; Kristensen et al. 2012; Wampfler et al. 2013;
Karska et al. 2013; San Jose´-Garc´ıa et al. 2013; Yıldız
et al. 2013) Herschel Key programs. The sources were
originally chosen to be well-studied (e.g. Jørgensen et al.
2002, 2004, 2007), nearby (within 450 pc), and spanning
a range of luminosities. The Class 0 protostars were
originally chosen from the sample of Andre et al. (2000).
The selected protostars have a wide range of bolomet-
ric temperatures (33.2 K–592.0 K) and bolometric lu-
minosities (0.33 L–70.4 L). Additionally, the sources
were carefully chosen to have well-studied Spitzer data
to complement our observations (Evans et al. 2009a;
Dunham et al. 2015), and drawn from both larger clouds
and isolated environments (see Column 2 in Table 1).
The data for all sources were reprocessed with identical
techniques detailed in the next section. The full list of
sources appears by region in Table 1, and by observa-
tion date in Table 2. We have updated the distances
of several sources based on the recent studies (see the
references in Table 1). In particular, we update the dis-
tance of L1551 IRS5 to 147 pc due to its proximity to
T Tau and XZ Tau, for which the distance is measured
by Galli et al. (in prep.). The characteristics of the
SEDs (e.g. bolometric luminosity and temperature) are
updated with the Herschel data presented in this study
(Table 3). A nearly identical sample was observed in
CO J = 16→ 15 with HIFI (PI: L. Kristensen) summa-
rized in Kristensen et al. (2017b).
2.2. Data Processing Pipeline
The data processing pipeline is based on the method
described in (Green et al. 2016a, hereafter the CDF
archive) with the modifications presented in Yang et al.
(2017). The major differences between the data pre-
sented here and the CDF archive are the PACS 1D spec-
tra and the version of Herschel Interactive Processing
Environment (HIPE, Ott 2010). The PACS 1D spectra
were extracted from the central 3×3 spaxels for the CDF
archive, whereas we sum over the emission within a cir-
cular aperture determined from the flux agreement with
the SPIRE 1D spectra to extract the PACS 1D spec-
tra. We also adopt the same method shown in Yang
et al. (2017) to choose the apertures for measuring pho-
tometry that is consistent with the spectroscopy. The
detailed procedures of the reduction are described in the
following sections.
2.2.1. SPIRE
The SPIRE-FTS (Fourier Transform Spectrometer)
data were taken in a single pointing with sparse image
sampling in 1 hr of integration time per source. The
spectra were taken with the high resolution (HR) mode
and are divided into two orders covering the spectral
ranges of 194 – 325 µm (“SSW”; Spectrograph Short
Wavelengths) and 320 – 690 µm (“SLW”; Spectrograph
Long Wavelengths), with a spectral resolution element
∆ν of 2.16 GHz after the apodization (λ/∆λ ∼ 200–670,
or ∆v ∼ 400–1500 km s−1, Griffin et al. 2010). The
SPIRE-FTS has a field-of-view of 180′′×180′′, with spa-
tial pixel (spaxel) separations of 33′′ and 51′′ for SSW
and SLW, respectively. The SPIRE beam size ranges
from 17′′–40′′, equivalent to physical sizes of ∼3200–
7600 AU at the mean distance of the COPS sources
(189 pc), comparable to the size of a typical core (Ward-
Thompson et al. 2007) but smaller than the typical
length of an outflow (Arce et al. 2007; Yıldız et al. 2015).
The SPIRE beam size increases with wavelength. But
the beam size also jumps at 300 µm (Makiwa et al. 2013)
due to the complex modes of waveguide at the short
wavelength end of the SLW module. SPIRE used an on-
board calibration source for flux calibration, resulting in
< 6% calibration uncertainty updated in Swinyard et al.
(2014).
Each module was reduced separately within HIPE
version 14.0.3446 with the SPIRE calibration dataset
spire cal 14 3. We applied an apodization of 1.5,
which reduces the resolution by a factor of 1.5 to
2.16 GHz but suppresses baseline variation. The SPIRE
data were extracted using the “extended source” cali-
bration pipeline, as this produced a smoother continuum
between modules, better S/N, and fewer spectral arti-
facts than the “point source” pipeline. The extracted
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Table 1. Source List
Source Cloud Dist. (pc) RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) DIGIT/WISH Ref. Dist. Ref.
IRAS 03245+3002 Per 235 03h27m39.1s +30d13m03.1s D c2d 1
L1455 IRS3 Per 250 03h28m00.4s +30d08m01.3s D c2d 2,3,4,5
IRAS 03301+3111 Per 250 03h33m12.8s +31d21m24.2s D c2d 2,3,4,5
B1-a Per 250 03h33m16.7s +31d07m55.2s D c2d 2,3,4,5
B1-c Per 250 03h33m17.9s +31d09m31.9s D c2d 2,3,4,5
L1551 IRS5 Tau 147 04h31m34.1s +18d08m04.9s D/W 2MASS 6
TMR 1 Tau 140 04h39m13.9s +25d53m20.6s D/W H 7
TMC 1A Tau 140 04h39m35.0s +25d41m45.5s D/W H 7
TMC 1 Tau 140 04h41m12.7s +25d46m35.9s D/W A 7
HH 46 Core 450 08h25m43.9s –51d00m36.0s W vD 8,9,10
Ced110 IRS4 ChaI 150 11h06m47.0s –77d22m32.4s W vD 11,12,13
BHR 71 Core 200 12h01m36.3s –65d08m53.0s D/W c2d 14,15
DK Cha ChaII 178 12h53m17.2s –77d07m10.7s D/W c2d 11
IRAS 15398-3359 Core 130 15h43m01.3s –34d09m15.0s W vD 16,17
GSS 30 IRS1 Oph 137 16h26m21.4s –24d23m04.3s D/W c2d 18
VLA 1623−243 Oph 137 16h26m26.4s –24d24m30.0s D c2d 18
WL 12 Oph 137 16h26m44.2s –24d34m48.4s D c2d 18
RNO 91 Oph 130 16h34m29.3s –15d47m01.4s W vD 19
L483 Aqu 200 18h17m29.9s –04d39m39.5s W vD 20
RCrA IRS5A CrA 130 19h01m48.1s –36d57m22.7s D/W N 21,22,23
HH 100 CrA 130 19h01m49.1s –36d58m16.0s W vD 21,22,23
RCrA IRS7C CrA 130 19h01m55.3s –36d57m17.0s D L 21,22,23
RCrA IRS7B CrA 130 19h01m56.4s –36d57m28.3s D L 21,22,23
L723 MM Core 300 19h17m53.7s +19d12m20.0s W vD 24
B335 Core 106 19h37m00.9s +07d34m09.7s D/W PROSAC 25
L1157 Core 325 20h39m06.3s +68d02m16.0s D/W PROSAC 26
L1014 Core 200 21h24m07.5s +49d59m09.0s D Y 27,28
Note— List of protostellar sources discussed in this work by region, sorted by RA. Coordinate reference code: D =
Dunham et al. (2006); Y = Young et al. (2004); L = Lindberg et al. (2011); N = Nisini et al. (2005); H = Haisch et al.
(2004); A = Apai et al. (2005); B = Brinch et al. (2007); c2d = Evans et al. (2009a); PROSAC = Jørgensen et al.
(2009); vD = van Dishoeck et al. (2011).
List of references for distance: 1 = Hirota et al. (2011); 2 = Cˇernis (1993); 3 = Belikov et al. (2002); 4 = Cˇernis &
Straizˇys (2003); 5 = Enoch et al. (2006); 6 = Galli et al. (in prep.); 7 = Kenyon et al. (1994); 8 = Brandt et al.
(1971); 9 = Reynolds (1976); 10 = Eggen (1980); 11 = Whittet et al. (1997); 12 = Bertout et al. (1999); 13 = Luhman
(2008); 14 = Seidensticker & Schmidt-Kaler (1989); 15 = Straizˇys et al. (1994); 16 = Knude & Hog (1998); 17 = van
Dishoeck et al. (2011); 18 = Ortiz-Leo´n et al. (2017); 19 = de Geus et al. (1990) 20 = Dame & Thaddeus (1985); 21
= Casey et al. (1998); 22 = de Zeeuw et al. (1999); 23 = Neuha¨user & Forbrich (2008); 24 = Goldsmith et al. (1984);
25 = Olofsson et al. (2009); 26 = Straizˇys et al. (1992); 27 = Young et al. (2004); 28 = Maheswar et al. (2004).
SPIRE data contain the spectra of each spaxel from
two modules, which is used for analyzing the spatial
distribution of spectral lines in this study. We further
extracted the 1D spectrum of each source with the
SemiExtendedSourceCorrector (SECT) script
from HIPE version 14.0.3446, using SPIRE calibration
dataset spire cal 14 3. Most of the COPS sources are
partially resolved, therefore neither a standard point
source extraction nor an extended source extraction is
suitable to extract a single spectrum of each source,
which would result in a mismatch between the spectra
of the SLW and SSW modules. This script fits a “source
size” that produces a smooth spectrum, and then nor-
malizes the 1D spectrum with a given aperture (Wu
et al. 2013). We adopted the prescription developed
by Makiwa et al. (2016) to extract the 1D spectrum
of the entire source. The SECT script failed to pro-
duce the 1D spectrum for HH 100, which is mis-pointed
and contaminated by nearby RCrA IRS7C. No back-
ground subtraction was performed (unlike, for example
in van der Wiel et al. 2014, who examined point-like
disk sources and subtracted non-central pixels from the
center pixel), whereas, for PACS, a spectrum was taken
at off-source position for the background subtraction.
Thus, possible contribution from extended background
emission should be considered when interpreting the
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Table 2. Observing Log
Source Other Name OBSID Date Obs. PACS 1D aperture1 Notes
IRAS 03245+3002 L1455 IRS1 1342249053 04 Aug 2012 31.8
L1455 IRS3 1342249474 13 Aug 2012 A
IRAS 03301+3111 Perseus Bolo76 1342249477 13 Aug 2012 A
B1-a 1342249475 13 Aug 2012 A
B1-c 1342249476 13 Aug 2012 36.8
L1551 IRS5 1342249470 12 Aug 2012 24.8
TMR 1 IRAS 04361+2547 1342250509 02 Sep 2012 51.8
TMC 1A IRAS 04362+2535 1342250510 02 Sep 2012 41.8
TMC 1 IRAS 04381+2540 1342250512 02 Sep 2012 A
HH 46 1342245084 28 Apr 2012 N/A linescan
Ced110 IRS4 1342248246 17 Jul 2012 N/A linescan
BHR 71 1342248249 17 Jul 2012 29.8
DK Cha IRAS 12496–7650 1342254037 28 Oct 2012 31.8 linescan
IRAS 15398–3359 B228 1342250515 02 Sep 2012 N/A
GSS 30 IRS1 1342251286 23 Sep 2012 A
VLA 1623−243 1342251287 23 Sep 2012 41.8
WL 12 1342251290 23 Sep 2012 A
RNO 91 1342251285 23 Sep 2012 N/A linescan
L483 IRAS 18140–0440 1342253649 19 Oct 2012 N/A linescan
RCrA IRS5A 1342253646 19 Oct 2012 A
HH 100 1342252897 07 Oct 2012 N/A mis-pointed
RCrA IRS7C 1342242621 11 Mar 2012 41.8 mult. sources
RCrA IRS7B 1342242620 11 Mar 2012 41.8 mult. sources
L723 MM 1342245094 28 Apr 2012 N/A linescan
B335 1342253652 19 Oct 2012 24.8
L1157 1342247625 02 Jul 2012 21.8
L1014 1342245857 16 May 2012 A
Note—Observations log for protostellar sources discussed in this work. The “mode” indicates the spatial coverage
of the observation.
1The unit is arcsec. If all 25 PACS spaxels are used for extracting 1D spectrum, it will be denoted as “A,” and
“N/A” indicates that no PACS 1D spectrum is extracted.
spectra. We note cases where extended emission was
seen in Section 3.5.
The methodology of the SECT script provides the cal-
ibrated spectrum that best describes the emission from
entire source. When comparing the photometry with
the SECT-corrected spectra, we find a good agreement
when we use the convolution of the fitted source size
and the beam sizes of SPIRE as the apertures. The con-
volved aperture is larger at long wavelengths due to the
beam profile of SPIRE. Therefore, the SECT-corrected
spectrum has more emission in the longer wavelengths
compared to the spectrum extracted with a single aper-
ture, resulting in shallower slopes at long wavelengths.
The observed source size is a strong function of wave-
length for embedded protostars arises from cooler dust
that is farther from the source. To characterize the en-
tire source, it is necessary to use larger apertures at
longer wavelengths. Therefore, we argue that using the
SPIRE spectra with semi-extended source correction to
calibrate the extraction of PACS 1D spectra best repre-
sents the emission from entire protostars, which yielding
realistic estimates of Lbol and Tbol.
2.2.2. PACS
We also collect and reduce PACS spectroscopy and
photometry data from the CDF archive for compari-
son. Of the 27 COPS sources, 21 sources have PACS
rangescan spectroscopy from the DIGIT program, 16
sources have PACS linescan spectroscopy from the
WISH program, and all have photometry available from
the Herschel Science Archive (HSA) except for HH 46.
The PACS reduction was updated with HIPE version
14.0.3446 (calibration version 72), using the Telescope
Background Correction algorithm, including a PSF cor-
rection and a correction for telescope jitter (changes in
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pointing offset during the observation), when possible,
to produce the best flux calibration. The jitter correc-
tion was only applicable to rangescans (linescans are
too narrow to properly determine the source centroid),
and thus for the 6 sources where only linescan data
is available, we use the reductions from Karska et al.
(2013). We only consider the linescan data for calculat-
ing the properties of the SED. Note that HH 100 was
not observed with PACS spectroscopy.
The PACS 1D spectra are extracted using the method
described in Yang et al. (2017), which is different from
the one used in the CDF archive. This method calcu-
lates the total flux density within a circular aperture.
Using the same aperture size for all sources results in
flux mismatches between PACS and SPIRE for several
sources. To provide useful PACS products for compari-
son, we modify the aperture size used for the PACS data
of each source until the PACS and SPIRE spectra agree
within 5% of the flux density at the conjunction of PACS
and SPIRE, where we take the median flux from 185–
190 µm, and 195–200 µm, respectively. However, five
sources have PACS and SPIRE spectra that disagree by
more than 5% even if all PACS spaxels are included (see
Section 3.5). A direct comparison in the overlapping
wavelengths is prohibited due to the increase of noise
toward the end of band. The fitted aperture sizes are
listed in Table 2.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Source Confusion in the RCrA region
Our data processing pipeline successfully reduced all
sources, except for HH 100, where the reduction of the
SPIRE 1D spectrum failed due to the contamination
from RCrA IRS7C. We found that HH 100 was mis-
pointed by about 30′′ toward the contaminating source,
confusing the emission from HH 100; therefore, we ex-
clude HH 100 from our analysis. Furthermore, our
SPIRE observation does not completely resolve some
sources in the RCrA region, such as RCrA IRS7B and
RCrA IRS7C. The separation between two sources is
only 17′′. Thus, we adopt the bolometric tempera-
ture and luminosity from Lindberg et al. (2014) for
RCrA IRS7B and RCrA IRS7C, where the PACS data
are carefully deconvolved. We exclude these two sources
from most of the analyses, and in few cases, we use
the spectrum of RCrA IRS7C as the combined spec-
trum of both sources, noted as RCrA IRS7B/C. In the
end, we present the data of 25 protostars including
RCrA IRS7B/C.
3.2. Comparing Spectra with Photometry
Our data processing pipeline produces flux-calibrated
spectra, which typically match photometric observa-
tions, as well as line-free continua for SEDs. As a cross-
check on the flux calibration of our method, we collected
archival PACS and SPIRE imaging from the Herschel
Science Archive. We list the OBSIDs used for the pho-
tometry in Appendix A. The photometry was then ex-
tracted with HIPE version 14.0.3446 using daophot
(Stetson 1987), from a top-hat circular aperture. For
SPIRE, the apertures were chosen to be the convolved
size of the source size fitted by SECT and the beam
sizes at 250, 350, and 500 µm (18.4′′, 25.2′′, and 36.7′′).
For PACS, we adopted the aperture used for extract-
ing the 1D spectra (see Section 2.2.2). We apply color
corrections to SPIRE photometry with the power law
index fitted from spectra. The color correction at PACS
160 µm is 3–4% without any systematic increase or de-
crease. Due to the increasing contribution of hot dust at
shorter wavelengths and the gap of spectra at 100 µm,
we add an uncertainty of 3% to PACS photometry in-
stead of applying color correction directly.
The photometry, both PACS and SPIRE, was typi-
cally observed in two or more OBSIDs, which we aver-
aged together and used the standard deviation of the
observations as its uncertainty (typically 1–3%). We
choose a sky annulus between 100′′ and 150′′ in radius
to avoid any extended emission from sources but include
the emission from the surrounding filamentary struc-
ture. Using this technique to minimize contamination,
the sky emission is less than 10% of the source flux at
any given wavelength, except for a few cases where the
background is as high as 20–30%.
In addition to PACS and SPIRE photometry and spec-
troscopy, we collected 2MASS JHK, WISE Bands 3.4,
4.6, 12, and 22 µm, Spitzer -IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and
8 µm, MIPS 24 µm and 70 µm photometry, and archival
photometry for all sources where available. It became
apparent upon comparison to the PACS 70 µm, that the
MIPS 70 µm photometry was saturated in most sources,
and thus we discard the MIPS 70 µm photometry in
those cases. Additionally, we collected millimeter data
where available. The detailed reference for the photom-
etry used in this study is shown in the Appendix (Ta-
ble 12).
3.3. The SEDs before and after Herschel
The bolometric luminosities, which include both spec-
troscopic and photometric measurements, and the bolo-
metric temperatures calculated with the prescription
proposed by Myers & Ladd (1993) and Chen et al. (1995)
are shown in Table 3. We compute Lbol following the
trapezoidal summation method used in Dunham et al.
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(2010). In summary, we integrate over the finitely sam-
pled SED by treating each datapoint as a trapezoid cov-
ering half of the wavelength range to its nearest neigh-
bor, at the given value. We then add the areas of trape-
zoids together. Similarly, we compute Tbol as the black-
body that peaks at the flux-weighted average wavelength
of the SED (using the trapezoidal summation method),
and translate into a temperature via the Planck black-
body law. The difference is then the values of Lbol and
Tbol computed with this method, with and without the
Herschel data. Photometry is treated as a single flux
density at its representing wavelength, and inserted into
the spectra. A single photometry only contributes to
the area within its trapezoid (i.e. its width is smaller
than the wavelength channel of spectra) Thus the val-
ues of Lbol and Tbol are dominated by spectra, rather
than photometric points. Thus, the spectral data domi-
nate the uncertainties in cases of overlapping wavelength
coverage.
The excellent sampling from Herschel spectroscopy
has decreased the uncertainties of Lbol and Tbol substan-
tially. Models of star formation predict the bolometric
luminosity of protostars. However, the bolometric lumi-
nosity can be underestimated by 35–40% if a significant
portion of data between 70 µm and 850 µm is missing
(Dunham et al. 2013). Herschel fills this gap perfectly.
To compare the change of bolometric luminosity resulted
from the addition of Herschel data, we collected the
bolometric luminosities measured primarily with Spitzer
(Furlan et al. 2008; Dunham et al. 2015) for 15 COPS
sources where bolometric luminosities were calculated,
and compare with the bolometric luminosities measured
from our PACS and SPIRE data. We found a mean in-
crease of 50% with the Herschel data, where 12 of 15
protostars have their luminosities increased.
The addition of Herschel observations affect the bolo-
metric temperatures as well. With the same sample
(Furlan et al. 2008; Dunham et al. 2015), we found the
bolometric temperature decreases by 10% on average af-
ter including the Herschel spectroscopy, suggesting that
the protostars would be systematically less evolved with
Herschel under the classification of Tbol.
Some sources have photometry that deviate signif-
icantly from spectroscopy (see the discussion in Sec-
tion 3.5). Although the spectroscopy dominates the
values of Lbol and Tbol, the mismatch between pho-
tometry and spectroscopy may suggest potential cali-
bration problems, introducing systematic uncertainties.
If we simply calibrate the spectroscopy to photometry,
the Lbol and Tbol can vary by as much as +90%/-60%
and +65%/-15% respectively, but no systematic offset is
found as the average differences for Lbol and Tbol among
the COPS sources are 2% and 4% respectively. Among
the 16 sources that we have photometry to scale the
spectroscopy, only three (one) sources have Lbol (Tbol)
varies more than ±20%. However, the calibration be-
tween spectroscopy and photometry is not likely to be
the problem since the systematic uncertainties of PACS
and SPIRE are only 1% and 3%, and our extracted spec-
tra agree with photometry at long wavelengths. If we
further calibrate the SPIRE spectra to the PACS spec-
tra, assuming that the PACS spectra are less confused by
extended emission, Lbol becomes smaller while Tbol be-
comes larger, since the SPIRE spectra are always greater
than the PACS spectra when there is a mismatch. On
average, Lbol decreases by 5%, while Tbol increases by
5%. L1455 IRS3 is the most extreme case, whose Lbol
and Tbol vary by -30% and +40%. Rebull et al. (2015)
found that the mid-infrared fluxes of Class 0 sources
are highly variable by 10–15% across 6–7 years baseline.
Thus, the mismatches between photometry and spec-
troscopy may be due to the intrinsic variability of the
sources.
For the sources whose SPIRE spectrum disagrees with
their PACS spectrum (see the discussion in Section 3.5),
their Lbol and Tbol can differ up to -25% and +25%,
respectively, if we manually scale the SPIRE spectra to
match the PACS spectra.
3.4. Detection Limits
We measured the continuum RMS in the line-free
spectrum, where the noise is dominated by the corre-
lated baseline variation due to the nature of the FTS
spectrograph and the apodization. The continuum RMS
scales roughly with the continuum flux when the con-
tinuum flux is greater than 50 Jy (Figure 1). We
found a mean RMS between 0.01 Jy to 0.1 Jy for the
sources with their mean continuum fluxes lower than
50 Jy, whose RMS noise does not scale with the con-
tinuum flux. The RMS noise significantly increases to-
ward the edges of spectra. We detect line fluxes down to
6.9× 10−18 W m−2 (equivalent to a peak flux of 0.28 Jy
for unresolved lines) and 3.0× 10−17 W m−2 (equivalent
to a peak flux of 1.6 Jy for unresolved lines), in PACS
and SPIRE, respectively, for typical DIGIT/COPS in-
tegration times.
3.5. Spectral Energy Distributions
The full 1–1000 µm SEDs of 26 protostars, excluding
HH 100, observed in the COPS program are shown in
Figure 2, along with the Herschel PACS spectra ob-
served in the DIGIT program (Green et al. 2013b),
archival Spitzer -IRS spectra, and archival photome-
try. We show the SEDs of both RCrA IRS7B and
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Table 3. Evolutionary Indicators
Source Lbol (L) Lsmm (L) LCO (L) Tbol (K) αNIR ClassαNIR ClassLsmm ClassTbol Ref.
IRAS 03245+3002 6.06 0.05 0.012 48.2 2.54±0.79 0+I 0 0 D
L1455 IRS3 0.55 0.05 0.0012 128.0 1.18±0.29 0+I 0 I D
IRAS 03301+3111 3.91 0.05 0.0083 354.0 0.37±0.06 0+I 0 I/flat1 D
B1-a 2.47 0.09 0.048 79.9 1.87±0.45 0+I 0 I D
B1-c 4.41 0.11 0.021 55.9 3.01±1.47 0+I 0 0 D
L1551 IRS5 25.9 0.09 0.0087 110.0 1.43±0.17 0+I 0 I G
TMR 1 2.0 0.015 0.0064 125.0 1.02±0.33 0+I 0 I R
TMC 1A 2.62 0.015 0.0023 159.0 -0.15±0.84 flat 0 I R
TMC 1 0.79 0.015 0.0042 149.0 0.55±0.04 0+I 0 I R
HH46 23.2 0.18 0.079 111.0 0.71±0.03 0+I 0 I G
Ced110 IRS4 1.28 0.03 0.0064 53.6 1.99±0.54 0+I 0 0 G
BHR 71 13.5 0.16 0.039 51.1 1.95±0.33 0+I 0 0 G
DK Cha 35.1 0.025 0.017 592.0 -0.05±0.34 flat I flat D
IRAS 15398−3359 1.49 0.032 0.0097 43.2 1.32±0.15 0+I 0 0 G
GSS 30 IRS1 19.7 0.07 0.064 129.0 1.58±0.30 0+I I I D
VLA 1623−243 5.36 0.15 0.034 33.2 2.34±0.07 0+I 0 0 c2d
WL 12 2.23 0.039 0.010 210.0 2.93±0.60 0+I 0 I D
RNO 91 2.53 0.016 0.0030 349.0 0.48±0.16 0+I 0 I/flat1 c2d
L483 8.78 0.11 0.015 49.3 2.05±1.12 0+I 0 0 G
RCrA IRS5A2 1.7 0.013 0.039 209.0 0.40±0.30 0+I 0 0 P, L
RCrA IRS7C2 9.1 0.092 0.18 79.0 2.65±0.71 0+I I 0 P, L
RCrA IRS7B2 4.6 0.096 0.13 89 2.68±1.19 0+I 0 0 P, L
L723 MM 3.3 0.065 0.016 66.8 1.50±0.32 0+I 0 0 G
B335 0.57 0.012 0.0032 45.5 0.74±0.18 0+I 0 0 A
L1157 5.26 0.11 0.031 40.1 0.87±0.38 0+I 0 0 D
L1014 0.33 0.024 · · · 3 63.4 0.75±0.24 0+I 0 0 Y
Note—Lbol and Tbol measured from the SEDs presented herein. Lsmmis defined as the bolometric luminosity of the spectrum > 350
µm. The αNIR is re-calculated with photometric fluxes collected from literatures. If the photometric fluxes are not found, we use
the spectrophotometric fluxes extracted from the Spitzer-IRS spectra.
Reference code: c2d = Evans et al. (2009a), D = Dunham et al. (2015), L = Lindberg et al. (2014), P = Peterson et al. (2011), R
= Rebull et al. (2010), A = Stutz et al. (2008), Y = Young et al. (2004), G = Green et al. (2013b).
1 The sources have Tbol close to the criteria dividing between Class I and flat spectrum.
2 The Lbol, Tbol, and Lsmm are collected from Lindberg et al. (2014). Other quantities are calculated from the SEDs with the COPS
spectra and data from the CDF archive, which have obvious source contaminations.
3 No CO line is detected toward L1014.
RCrA IRS7C for their difference at shorter wavelength,
although only RCrA IRS7C (noted as RCrA IRS7B/C)
is considered in some of the analyses. The agreement
between the PACS and SPIRE spectra are improved
with our extraction of the PACS 1D spectra. In five
sources (TMC 1, WL 12, L1014, L1455 IRS3, and
IRAS 03301+3111), the total flux at 200 µm derived
from all 25 PACS spaxels is significantly less than the
flux measured from the SPIRE data at the same wave-
length. We found that the SPIRE emission in all five
sources is extended, and therefore the observed SPIRE
flux is derived from an even greater spatial extent than
the entire PACS footprint. However, we do not see
such large-scale extended emission in either PACS spec-
troscopy or imaging, suggesting that the SPIRE flux
may be contaminated by unrelated emission. Note
that the SPIRE-FTS calibrated the background emis-
sion with an on-board instrumental feed instead of chop-
ping between source and background, which was used
in PACS background calibration. However, our data
are insufficient to determine the origin of the extended
emission; therefore, we do not correct for the extended
emission.
The SPIRE images are available for 24 protostars,
for which we performed aperture photometry to extract
their photometric fluxes to compare with their 1D spec-
tra. The SPIRE spectroscopic and photometric flux,
when extracted in the same size aperture for each band,
match to within 15% for 21 of 24 protostars at 250 µm
(TMC 1, BHR 71, and DK Cha have 17%, 16%, and
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Figure 1. The RMS noises of the sources with their mean
continuum fluxes lower than 50 Jy are shown in gray lines,
while the mean RMS noise of those sources is shown in red
line. The RMS noise is convolved with a Gaussian that has
a width of 20 wavelength channels for better visualization.
The inset figure shows the relation between the continuum
flux and the RMS noise averaging over frequencies for the
COPS sources. The relation suggests a positive correlation
when the mean continuum flux is greater than 50 Jy, and
no specific trend is found when the mean continuum flux is
lower than 50 Jy.
17% agreements, respectively) and 23 of 24 protostars
at 350 µm (IRAS 03301+3111 has a 19% agreement),
and they match to within 35% for all 24 protostars at
500 µm. The median percentage differences between
SPIRE photometry and SPIRE spectroscopy are 8%,
3%, and 24% for 250 µm, 350 µm, and 500 µm, re-
spectively. All sources show higher photometric fluxes
at 500 µm than the spectroscopic fluxes at the same
wavelength, suggesting the presence of extended emis-
sion that is not considered by the SECT correction. As
a comparison, the PACS spectra presented in this study,
which were originally published in Green et al. (2016a),
have median percentage differences between photome-
try and spectroscopy of 16%, 8%, and 10% at 70 µm,
100 µm, and 160 µm, respectively.
3.6. Lines: Atomic and Molecular Emission
With the improved reduction, we performed an au-
tomatic line fitting, which was developed for the CDF
archive (Green et al. 2016a), on the spectra of each
spaxel and the 1D spectra. The line fluxes were updated
from the CDF archive based on the updated reduction.
Here we briefly describe the concept of this automatic
line fitting routine.
The routine utilizes a pre-defined line list (see Ta-
ble 2–6 in Green et al. 2016a), including the emission of
molecules and atoms, such as CO, 13CO, H2O, HCO
+,
[C I], and [O I], to fit the local baselines around all
potential lines. After subtracting the baseline, we fit
a Gaussian profile around the theoretical line centroid
with limited flexibility on the exact wavelength of line
centroids. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) is
fixed at the instrumental resolution for PACS spectra,
while the FWHM is allowed to vary within ±30% of
the instrumental resolution to better fit the apodized
SPIRE spectra. In some cases where two lines are
blended together, we fit two Gaussian profiles simul-
taneously when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is suf-
ficiently large. Then, we re-evaluate the uncertainties of
the fitted parameters by re-fitting the baselines on the
original spectra with the fitted line profiles subtracted.
Finally, the line fitting is performed for the third time
to include the updated uncertainties, improving the fit-
ting results. Most of the lines are unresolved except for
[O I] 3P1 →3 P2 at 63 µm, which can be as wide as
1.5×FWHM, a limit set by the line fitting pipeline. The
line fitting pipeline allows us to separate the continuum
from the spectrum. We present the line-free continua in
the SEDs (Figure 2), while showing the continuum-free
spectra in Appendix B (Figure 17).
Our fitting pipeline produces more than just the 1D
spectra with the line taken out; it further smoothes
the line-free continuum by 20 wavelength channels, re-
sulting in continuum spectra with λ/∆λ=16–50. The
smoothing process has little effect on the mean photom-
etry across the whole sample, only a 0.04% decrease in
SPIRE 500 µm band. However, the difference of the
photometry ranges from −0.6% to 0.4%.
3.6.1. Detection Statistics for the SPIRE Spectra
Quasi-periodic baseline variations at scales between
0.3–1 µm are found in the SPIRE spectra because of
the nature of the Fourier Transform Spectrograph (FTS)
even if the side-lobes of the sinc function have been sup-
pressed by the apodization, which convolves the spectra
with a taper function. We ran the same fitting pipeline
with the line centroids shifted to supposedly line-free re-
gions to quantify the false-positive rate of detections as
a function of the SNR threshold. We found that SNR
thresholds of 3, 4, and 5 yield false-positive rates of 1.3%,
0.98%, and 0.84%, respectively. The false-positive rate
with an SNR threshold of 3 is greater than the rate
assuming Gaussian noise, which predicts a false-positive
rate of 0.3%, indicating that the apodization on the FTS
spectra indeed introduces non-Gaussian noise. To ob-
tain a robust analysis, we choose a threshold of 1% for
the false-positive rate, corresponding to a SNR thresh-
old of 4 for the SPIRE spectra, while we consider lines
as detections with SNRs greater than 3 for the PACS
spectra. We summarize the detections of lines in Ta-
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Figure 2. The SEDs of the COPS sources. The spectra of Spitzer -IRS, PACS, and SPIRE are shown in blue, magenta, and red,
respectively. We only show the line-free continuum for PACS and SPIRE, while the continuum-free SPIRE spectra are shown in
the Appendix. The black filled circles illustrate the linescan data where the rangescan PACS data is unavailable. The sources
of the photometry are shown in the legend. For a better visualization, the PACS spectra of B1-a, DK Cha, IRAS 03301+3002,
and TMC1 are rebinned to R=100, while the PACS spectra of L1014 and L1455 IRS3 are rebinned to R=50.
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ble 9. We attempted to fit 28 lines of interest (see the
full list in Green et al. 2016a) for each source.
The lowest excitation line of water, o-H2O 110 → 101
at 557 GHz (538 µm; Eup/k = 61 K) was surveyed with
HIFI for the DIGIT/WISH sources, which include all of
the COPS sources (Kristensen et al. 2012; Green et al.
2013b; Mottram et al. 2014). The line was detected by
HIFI in 24 sources, while we detected the line toward 8
sources in the SPIRE spectra. The main reason for this
difference in detection rates is the difference of sensi-
tivities of two instruments/programs. The SPIRE-FTS
spectral resolution (∆ν =2.16 GHz after apodization,
corresponding to ∆v = 1162 km s−1 at 557 GHz) is
much greater than the linewidth measured with HIFI
(< 180 km s−1); thus, the water lines remain unresolved
and therefore spectrally diluted. Mottram et al. (2014)
found an RMS noise of ∼20 mK for the same line, while
our data show an RMS noise of ∼0.7 K, which is about
35 times larger. Overall, we detect up to six transitions
of H2O in the SPIRE bands, with at least one detection
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in 17 protostars, while H2O in PACS bands is detected
in almost all COPS protostars (24 sources) with PACS.
3.6.2. Line Fitting Results
The line fitting results are written to an ASCII file for
further analyses. Table 4 shows an example of the line
fitting results used in this study. The full table can be
accessed online as a machine readable table. Each col-
umn follows the same terminology described in Green
et al. (2016a), which will be outlined briefly in the fol-
lowing. Table 5 lists all of the column names along with
their descriptions. Special numbers, -998 and -999,
can be found under Sig Cen(um), Sig str(W/cm2), and
Sig FWHM(um) columns. The -998 indicates that the fit-
ted parameter can be used, but the uncertainty must
be extrapolated from other nearby fitted lines. The
-999 indicates that the fitted parameter is not well-
constrained. The Pixel No. shows the spaxel name
of the fitted spectrum. In the case of our extracted 1D
spectrum, it will list as c. The blending flag highlights
if there is any possible line in our line list within one
resolution to the fitted line centroid. Note that whether
the nearby line is detected is not considered in reporting
the blending flag. We further selected several pairs of
nearby lines to perform double Gaussian fittings, which
are reported as DoubleGaussian in the blending flag.
Finally, the validity flag suggests whether the fitting re-
sult should be used. If -999 flag is found in any column
of the fitting result, the validity will be flagged as 0, in-
dicating the line is not well-constrained; otherwise, the
validity flag is 1.
3.6.3. The Effect of Lines on Photometry
The line fitting pipeline provides us a chance to in-
vestigate the impact of the emission lines on the broad
band photometry, which inevitably includes lines. We
calculated the spectrophotometry at SPIRE 250, 350,
and 500 µm bands with the corresponding filters for the
spectra with and without lines. After the removal of
lines, the photometry decreases by 0.8%, 1.0%, and 0.7%
on average, respectively, while the maximum decrease
of photometry is 2–3%. At longer wavelength, Drabek
et al. (2012) found the emission of CO J = 3→ 2 typi-
cally contributes to less then 20 % of the 850 µm con-
tinuum, but the contamination can be as high as 79%
in the regions dominated by outflows. They also sug-
gest the contribution of CO to the continuum would be
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Table 4. A portion of the line fitting results.
Object Line LabWL(um) ObsWL(um) Sig Cen(um) Str(W/cm2) Sig str(W/cm2)
B1-a o-H2O8 27-7 16 55.13238 55.09925 -999.00000 5.136442e-21 1.588567e-21
B1-a o-H2O4 41-4 32 94.70758 94.68837 0.00613 -1.408871e-21 4.175396e-22
B1-a p-H2O6 42-6 33 103.91892 103.93085 -999.00000 -2.282466e-22 3.550550e-22
B1-a p-H2O6 15-6 06 103.94278 104.01953 -999.00000 -5.827662e-22 3.471036e-22
B1-a o-H2O6 34-6 25 104.09629 104.04658 0.03396 -6.743942e-22 3.439754e-22
L1157 p-H2O6 42-5 51 636.66803 636.52551 0.64353 -5.939747e-25 1.666154e-25
L1157 CO4-3 650.26788 650.03816 0.49030 1.179826e-24 4.539972e-25
L1157 CI3P2-3P1 370.42438 370.42438 -998.00000 0.000000e+00 -9.980000e+02
B335 o-H2O4 23-4 14 132.41173 132.36006 0.03324 7.017522e-22 3.188232e-22
L723-MM HCO+7-6 480.28812 480.43103 0.28217 2.894226e-22 1.482337e-22
FWHM(um) Sig FWHM(um) Base(W/cm2/um) Noise(W/cm2/um) SNR E u(K) A(s-1)
0.03899 -998.00000 -5.290667e-20 7.962727e-20 1.554990 1274.2000 1.89700e+00
0.03444 -998.00000 2.251379e-20 2.661830e-20 1.444368 702.3000 1.52800e-01
0.11076 -998.00000 4.141600e-21 6.019659e-21 0.321756 1090.3000 2.27200e-01
0.11077 -998.00000 3.302900e-21 5.905709e-21 0.837283 781.1000 1.36000e-01
0.11084 -998.00000 3.093281e-21 5.437168e-21 1.051746 933.7000 2.18100e-01
3.81872 -999.00000 -5.091552e-26 1.091546e-25 1.339266 1090.3000 3.18300e-05
3.96728 1.15402 -9.832410e-26 1.527495e-25 1.829799 55.3200 6.12600e-06
0.99437 -998.00000 8.266724e-25 1.427042e-25 0.000000 62.4620 2.65000e-07
0.12178 -998.00000 9.048764e-19 4.785423e-21 1.131773 432.2000 8.08400e-02
1.71562 0.66422 6.333804e-21 1.026068e-22 1.545234 119.8400 2.04020e-02
g RA(deg) Dec(deg) Pixel No. Blend Validity
51 53.3244040 31.1379872 1 x 0
27 53.3244638 31.1379599 1 x 1
13 53.3243090 31.1380844 1 Red 0
13 53.3243077 31.1380844 1 Red/Blue 0
39 53.3243048 31.1380791 1 Red/Blue 0
13 309.7550000 68.0161000 SLWA2 Red/Blue 0
9 309.7550000 68.0161000 SLWA2 x 1
5 309.7550000 68.0161000 SLWA2 DoubleGaussian 1
27 294.2535754 7.5692374 c x 1
15 289.4740000 19.2062000 c x 1
The table in the ASCII file have the same columns and style except that the rows are chopped into three parts here for better
display. Also this table has selected lines from different parts of the original results to demonstrate different flags. As mentioned
in Section 3.6.2 , any column with -999 indicates a fitting result that is not well-constrained. Therefore, the Validity flag is set
to be 0. The Pixel No. column lists c for the 1-D spectrum measurements, and the specific pixel number/name for individual
spaxels. This table (all line measurements for all sources) is published in its entirety online as a machine readable table.
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Table 5. The definitions of columns in the line fitting result
Column name Description
Object object name
Line line name
LabWL(um) theoretical line centroid
ObsWL(um) fitted line centroid
Sig Cen(um) uncertainty on the fitted line centroid
Str(W/cm2) fitted line strength
Sig str(W/cm2) uncertainty on the fitted line strength
FWHM(um) fitted full width at half-maximum
Sig FWHM(um) uncertainty on the fitted FWHM
Base(W/cm2/um) fitted baseline intensity
Noise(W/cm2/um) residual intensity
SNR the signal-to-noise ratio
E u(K) the upper energy level from LAMDA1
A(s-1) the Einstein-A value from LAMDA1
g the multiplicity of the upper energy
from LAMDA1
RA(deg) right ascension
Dec(deg) declination
Pixel No. the pixel label
Blend the blending flag which highlight any
other line within one resolution ele-
ment to the fitted line centroid
Validity the validity flag which determines the
overall certainty of the fitting for a
given line
1Leiden Atomic and Molecular Database (Scho¨ier
et al. 2005).
small at shorter wavelengths (e.g. 450 µm), because the
continuum is brighter.
4. ANALYSIS
4.1. CO Optical Depth
The 13CO line is usually taken to be optically thin
for the transitions detected with SPIRE, while 12CO is
typically optically thick at low-J before becoming opti-
cally thin at high-J (e.g. Goldsmith et al. 1984). For the
COPS sources with 13CO detections, we tested this as-
sumption. Figure 3 (left) shows the ratios of integrated
fluxes of 12CO and 13CO as a function of J-level. If both
12CO and 13CO are optically thin at a certain J-level,
we should find the ratio of two lines approaching the
intrinsic isotope ratio of 62 (Langer & Penzias 1993);
however, the ratio reaches only 10–20 for the transitions
where 13CO was detected. We can further derive the
optical depth from the following expression:
τ12 = R
Jν(Trot,12CO)
Jν(Trot,13CO)
F13
F12
, (1)
where R is the abundance ratio of 12CO to 13CO, Jν(T )
is the Planck function, Trot is the rotational tempera-
ture, and F12 and F13 are the integrated line fluxes of
12CO and 13CO lines. We also assume that both 12CO
and 13CO have the same excitation temperature and
the same line profile. We average the measurements
of 12CO/13CO shown in Figure 3 (left) to better con-
strain the relation. We also collect other measurements
of 12CO/13CO from literatures to better constrain the
optical depth of the entire CO ladder. We calculated
the averaged 12CO/13CO at J = 10→ 9 measured by
San Jose´-Garc´ıa et al. (2013), which includes 11 COPS
sources. Figure 3 (right) shows the distribution of the
averaged optical depth of 12CO versus the upper energy
levels, derived from Equation 1, assuming R=62.
From a simple two-level atom assumption, the relation
between the optical depth and upper energy can be ap-
proximated as τ12 ∝ E−au , a relationship supported by
the data (Figure 3, right). The optical depth has a larger
scatter between Jup=7–9 due to the low detection rates
of 13CO among the COPS sources. Figure 3 (right) also
shows the optical depth of CO J = 16→ 15 of Serpens
SMM1 (black), a massive low-mass embedded protostar,
derived from the 12CO/13CO measured by Goicoechea
et al. (2012). We included all data other than the data
of Serpens SMM1 for the fitting of the relation of opti-
cal depth as a function of the upper energy (Figure 3,
right), and found the relation can be described as
log(τ12) = −(2.6± 0.6)× 10−3 × Eu + (1.4± 0.1). (2)
We further extrapolated the fitted relation to find out
that τ12 approaches to 1 as Eu reaches 522.3 K, which
makes Jup=13 the highest Jup level requiring correc-
tion. The uncertainty of the extrapolation for τ12 = 1
is −55.6 K/+86.8 K. Before we adopt this result, some
other uncertainties need to be considered.
The optical depth of resolved CO lines for low to mid-
J is known to be high at the peak of the line profile, and
the lines become optically thin in the line wing (e.g. Arce
& Goodman 2001; Dunham et al. 2014a). Both 12CO
and 13CO lines are spectrally unresolved with SPIRE,
which we have to consider when adopting our derived
relation of optical depth. Yıldız et al. (2012, 2013) pre-
sented the optical depth of CO as a function of veloc-
ity and the integrated fluxes of 12CO and 13CO toward
NGC1333 IRAS4A and 4B. Using our method to cal-
culate the optical depth with the integrated fluxes of
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NGC1333 IRAS4A and 4B, we found the derived op-
tical depths are equal to or greater than the highest
optical depth found with the resolved line profiles by
up to a factor of 4. The overestimation of the optical
depth is likely because the self-absorption of 12CO lines
cannot be excluded from our analysis with the unre-
solved lines. Self-absorption is rarely seen in 13CO lines
due to the lower optical depth (Yıldız et al. 2012; San
Jose´-Garc´ıa et al. 2013); therefore, the derived optical
depth is higher due to the self-absorption at the cen-
ter of 12CO lines. On the other hand, the broad com-
ponents are rarely seen in the observed line profiles of
13CO (San Jose´-Garc´ıa et al. 2013), possibly due to their
low sensitivity, and thus signal-to-noise ratio. However,
the optical depth derived from unresolved lines is less
affected by the undetected line wings compared to the
studies using resolved lines, because all components of
line profiles contributing to the measured line flux.
Despite the uncertainties of the optical depth, our fit-
ted relation is consistent with the results of Goicoechea
et al. (2012), which suggests an optical depth of 0.88
for the CO J = 16→ 15 line. Our relation suggests an
optical depth of 0.25+1.0−0.1 for the CO J = 16→ 15 line.
In the following analysis, we adopt the fitted relation of
the optical depth as a function the upper energy, sug-
gesting that CO lines with Jup lower or equal to 13 need
to be corrected for optical depth. The correction is ap-
plied to all COPS sources regardless of whether 13CO
was detected.
4.2. CO Rotational Diagrams
One useful tool in analyzing molecular emission is the
rotational diagram; a detailed review can be found in
Goldsmith & Langer (1999); brief reviews in the con-
text of Herschel spectroscopy are in Green et al. (2013b);
Manoj et al. (2013); Karska et al. (2013). Here we focus
only on the rotational diagram analysis for CO. Other
molecular species, such as OH, and H2O, also probe the
molecular budget of embedded protostars but require
detailed analyses with extensive radiative transfer mod-
eling (e.g. Goicoechea et al. 2012; Herczeg et al. 2012;
Karska et al. 2013; Wampfler et al. 2013; Kristensen
et al. 2013; Mottram et al. 2014; Karska et al. 2014),
which is beyond the scope of this study.
As noted in many previous studies (e.g. van Kempen
et al. 2010; Manoj et al. 2013; Goicoechea et al. 2012;
Dionatos et al. 2013; Karska et al. 2013; Green et al.
2013b; Yıldız et al. 2013; Karska et al. 2014; Matuszak
et al. 2015), the CO transitions from J = 14→ 13 to
J = 40→ 39 can be approximated with two compo-
nents: a “warm” component (Trot ∼ 300 K) and a “hot”
component (Trot ∼ 600–800 K); when detected, the hot
component is approximately an order of magnitude less
abundant, independent of the source luminosity (Green
et al. 2013b). Karska et al. (to be accepted) further
constrained the median temperatures of the two com-
ponents as 324 K and 719 K, using the largest sample
of sources studies to date, with a broader range of tem-
perature, 600–1100 K, for the “hot” component. The
higher-J CO lines, up to the highest detected in these
sources (J = 48→ 47), have been fitted with an even
hotter component (Goicoechea et al. 2012; Manoj et al.
2013; Karska et al. 2014).
If we use only the two components inferred from
the PACS data, the “warm” component alone under-
predicts the intensity of the CO lines from Jup≤ 10. The
addition of the “low-J” CO (Jup=4–13) from SPIRE re-
quires additional one (“cool”) or two (“cold” and “cool”)
component(s), noted in a few previous studies derived
from Herschel -HIFI, SPIRE, and ground-based observa-
tions (e.g. van Kempen et al. 2009a; Goicoechea et al.
2012; Yıldız et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2017).
The rotational diagrams of the COPS sources all show
positive curvature, which is always seen in the CO lines
observed with Herschel toward protostars (e.g. van
Kempen et al. 2010; Goicoechea et al. 2012; Herczeg
et al. 2012; Green et al. 2013b; Karska et al. to be
accepted). The positive curvature suggests that the
CO gas has multiple rotational temperatures increasing
with the energy levels, or that the transitions were sub-
thermally excited in certain conditions. Neufeld (2012)
demonstrated that a low density (n < 104.8 cm−3) and
high temperature (∼2000 K) isothermal medium or a
power-law distribution of the kinetic temperature pro-
duces positive curvature in the CO rotational diagram.
The isothermal medium is unlikely to fully describe the
CO gas as many studies have shown heterogeneous envi-
ronments toward protostars (e.g. Dunham et al. 2014a),
and the velocity-resolved line profiles show multiple ve-
locity components (e.g. San Jose´-Garc´ıa et al. 2013;
Kristensen et al. 2017b). While the rotational tempera-
tures need not equal the kinetic temperatures, we follow
most other work in assuming that they do (LTE). In
this case, the changing Trot correspond to changes in
gas temperature. While the power-law distribution of
temperature can also explain the rotational diagrams
(Manoj et al. 2013), we focus here on multiple discrete
temperature components.
As we have learned from Section 4.1, CO lines remain
optically thick up to Jup=13. The observed fluxes in-
crease in proportion to the optical depth after the cor-
rection of optical depth; therefore, the temperatures de-
crease with increases of the number of molecules. Thus,
we need to correct for the effect of optical depth before
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Figure 3. Left: The flux ratios of 12CO and 13CO originating from the same Jup-level. Right: The derived optical depth of
12CO with the corresponding upper energy. The green point indicates the optical depth derived from the averaged 12CO/13CO
measured by San Jose´-Garc´ıa et al. (2013), while the black point shows the optical depth derived from the 12CO/13CO of Serpens
SMM1 measured by Goicoechea et al. (2012). The blue line indicates the fitting result, while the shaded region indicates the
1-σ uncertainty of the fit.
fitting the rotational diagrams. We use the fitted opti-
cal depth as a function of the upper energy to determine
the optical depth at each J-level (see Equation 2). Fi-
nally, we add the systematic uncertainties derived from
the differences between the spectroscopy and photome-
try (3%–16%, see Section 2.2).
The previous analyses of rotational temperatures
adopted fixed break points to break the CO ladder
into pre-determined regions for fitting the temperatures
(Green et al. 2013b; Karska et al. 2013; Manoj et al.
2013). We adopt the fixed break points from Green
et al. (2013b) with additional break points at the gap of
PACS and SPIRE and the boundary between the two
SPIRE modules. The fixed break points separate the
CO ladder into Jup=4–8, Jup=9–13, Jup=14–25, and
Jup=28–48. We adopt the choice of breakpoints that
has been widely used in many Herschel studies (Manoj
et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013b; Karska et al. 2013, e.g.)
so that the fitted rotational temperatures can be con-
sistently compared with other studies. There are only
three detections of CO lines at wavelengths shorter than
70 µm (B2A module); therefore, we combine the B2A
module with the B2B module (70–100 µm). We recover
the same division of the rotational temperatures that
have been found previously (Figure 5, left). Here we
label the temperature components by their Jup-levels,
corresponding to the four regions separated by the fixed
break points.
However, fixing the break points may restrict the
range of the temperatures over which each component
can vary. We take this opportunity to investigate the
change if the break points remain flexible with a CO lad-
der with a maximum of 45 lines when combining the CO
lines detected in both SPIRE and PACS spectra. We at-
tempt to fit up to four temperature components as well
as the break points only if the χ2 is further minimized
by increasing the number of temperature components.
The number of free parameters scales with the number
of components we fit. We start with a single component
fitting, which has two free parameters; by adding one
more component, we add three free parameters, one for
the break point and two for the line. Thus, the fitting
can have a maximum of 11 free parameters. We also
require at least three data points for each component.
Each temperature component is fitted separately and
simultaneously after determining the break points that
separate those components. Finally, the goodness-of-fit
is estimated by the reduced χ2 by considering all fits
and the total degrees of freedom from all components.
We include the systematic uncertainties based on the
differences between spectroscopy and photometry at
given photometry bands when we fit for the rotational
temperatures. Systematic uncertainties are applied in-
dependently. There is no additional calibration per-
formed for the fitting of rotational temperatures.
With flexible break points, we found that distribu-
tions of the four components overlap more with each
other (Figure 5, right), indicating that the fixed break
points indeed restricts the range of fitted temperatures.
Two populations are seen from the distribution of Trot,
a primary population at ∼100 K, and a secondary popu-
lation at ∼350 K. Here we do not label the temperature
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components because there is no restriction on the range
of Trot at certain Jup-level. Many sources have a compo-
nent around 100 K contributed by the entrained gas in
outflows. Yıldız et al. (2013) found similar components
labelled as “cold” and “cool” (41–68 K and 109–229 K)
with CO data from J = 2→ 1 to J = 10→ 9, and our
primary population has a similar range of temperature.
For the case of flexible break points, the “warm” and
“hot” components, which were seen in the Trot distri-
bution with fixed break points, merge together to form
the secondary population at ∼350 K (centered on 356 K
with a 1-σ width of 126 K when fitted with a Gaus-
sian distribution between 200 K and 700 K), where the
number of the “very hot” (∼1000 K) components re-
duces from 3 to 1 compared to the distribution with
fixed break points. The secondary population is likely
to represent the “warm” component that is ubiquitously
found toward embedded protostars (e.g. Green et al.
2013b; Karska et al. 2013, to be accepted; Kristensen
et al. 2017b); Kristensen et al. (2017b) suggested that
the universal “warm” component results from CO being
the dominant coolant when H2 cooling becomes insuffi-
cient around 300 K because of its widely-spaced energy
levels (Eu=510 K for the J = 2→ 0 transition).
Although fitting more temperature components to ro-
tational diagrams may further reduce the χ2 value, we
do not expect to find more components in the distribu-
tion of rotational temperatures. The exercise of flexible
breakpoints was intended to test whether a specific num-
ber of components was consistently indicated across the
source sample. Figure 5 (right) shows the distributions
of rotational temperatures from fitting of a maximum of
three and four temperature components. We find that
the distribution is well-characterized not by an increas-
ing number of fixed breakpoint components, but more
simply by two primary components with flexible break-
points. This is a simpler solution than the larger number
of fixed breakpoint components.
Table 6 shows the fitted rotational temperatures with
both fixed and flexible break points as well as the corre-
sponding number of molecules in each temperature com-
ponent. We label the temperature components by the
number of components found in each source. Figure 4
shows two examples of the rotational diagrams used for
this study. High rotational temperatures characterize
the high-J CO emission, which has high critical density,
∼ 107cm−3 at Jup=30–40. The high-J CO emission
comes from recently shocked gas which has been com-
pressed to even higher density. Alternatively, the high-J
emission may NOT be in LTE.
We calculate the effect of optical depth on rotational
diagram analysis. The correction mostly affects the
two coldest components, where the correction of optical
depth is directly applied. For the coldest component, the
temperature decreases by 14 K on average after the cor-
rection, while the temperature drops by 7 K on average
after the correction for the second coldest component.
The opacity correction also increases the total molecules
found in each component. The mean number of the CO
molecules in the coldest component increases by a fac-
tor of about 15.3 from 1.8× 1050 to 2.8× 1051, and the
number of the CO molecules in the second coldest com-
ponent increases by a factor of about 8 from 7.4× 1049
to 5.9× 1050.
Table 6. Rotational Temperatures
Source T4 (K) T3 (K) T2 (K) T1 (K) N4 N3 N2 N1
B1-a · · · 266.5±12.1 83.3±3.3 45.3±0.7 · · · 6.3(48) +2.4(48)−1.8(48) 5.5(50)
+2.9(50)
−1.9(50) 2.6(51)
+2.5(51)
−3.2(50)
266.5±12.1 113.2±6.3 71.6±1.9 40.8±0.5 6.3(48) +2.4(48)−1.8(48) 1.8(50)
+1.2(50)
−7.1(49) 8.5(50)
+1.8(50)
−1.5(50) 3.4(51)
+3.0(51)
−3.6(50)
4–7 8–10 11–13 14–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
B1-c · · · 234.4±4.1 90.4±3.2 47.7±1.2 · · · 1.1(49) +1.8(48)−1.6(48) 1.6(50)
+6.3(49)
−4.5(49) 1.1(51)
+1.2(51)
−2.0(50)
238.5±5.4 138.7±4.1 73.2±0.3 47.7±1.2 1.1(49) +2.4(48)−2.0(48) 4.0(49)
+1.1(49)
−8.6(48) 2.8(50)
+9.7(48)
−9.4(48) 1.1(51)
+1.0(51)
−2.0(50)
4–8 9–11 12–14 15–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
B335 · · · 322.5±5.5 97.9±2.9 47.2±1.3 · · · 1.2(48) +1.6(47)−1.4(47) 2.5(49)
+7.5(48)
−5.8(48) 1.3(50)
+1.4(50)
−2.8(49)
371.7±8.2 125.1±3.1 80.4±1.4 40.0±1.2 8.6(47) +1.5(47)−1.3(47) 1.2(49)
+2.9(48)
−2.3(48) 4.1(49)
+4.8(48)
−4.3(48) 2.0(50)
+2.1(50)
−4.6(49)
4–7 8–10 11–15 16–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
BHR 71 1064.5±65.1 387.0±4.4 128.3±5.0 45.9±1.8 1.0(48) +4.5(47)−3.2(47) 1.8(49)
+1.5(48)
−1.4(48) 1.5(50)
+4.4(49)
−3.4(49) 1.4(51)
+1.9(51)
−4.1(50)
1064.5±65.1 397.3±4.2 126.9±3.2 45.9±1.8 1.0(48) +4.5(47)−3.2(47) 1.7(49)
+1.3(48)
−1.2(48) 1.5(50)
+3.1(49)
−2.6(49) 1.4(51)
+1.9(51)
−4.1(50)
4–8 9–14 15–25 26–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
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Figure 4. The CO rotational diagrams of BHR 71 (left) and VLA 1623−243 (right). The solid lines indicate the fitted
component of rotational temperature, while the shaded areas illustrate the corresponding uncertainties.
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Figure 5. The distribution of the fitted rotational temperatures from all sources with fixed break points (left) and flexible
break points (right). The blue histogram shows the results of using a maximum of four temperature components, while the
red histogram shows the results of using up to three temperature components. The dotted blue line indicates the secondary
population fitted with a Gaussian distribution from Trot=200–700 K, which centers at 356 K with a 1-σ width of (Replaced:
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Table 6 (continued)
Source T4 (K) T3 (K) T2 (K) T1 (K) N4 N3 N2 N1
Ced110 IRS4 · · · · · · 68.0±3.0 47.4±0.8 · · · · · · 1.3(50) +7.8(49)−4.8(49) 4.0(50)
+3.3(50)
−5.3(49)
· · · · · · 68.0±3.0 47.4±0.8 · · · · · · 1.3(50) +7.8(49)−4.8(49) 4.0(50)
+6.2(49)
−5.3(49)
· · · · · · 4–8 9–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
DK Cha 993.4±109.4 431.1±4.8 117.7±4.6 48.6±1.0 8.3(47) +9.7(47)−4.5(47) 6.9(48)
+5.0(47)
−4.7(47) 8.0(49)
+2.7(49)
−2.0(49) 5.1(50)
+5.4(50)
−8.5(49)
637.2±63.2 428.2±4.4 115.4±3.2 48.6±1.0 3.8(48) +8.4(48)−2.6(48) 7.0(48)
+5.1(47)
−4.7(47) 8.3(49)
+2.1(49)
−1.7(49) 5.1(50)
+5.3(50)
−8.5(49)
4–8 9–14 15–30 31–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
GSS 30 IRS1 1061.7±49.6 322.7±6.3 106.1±1.8 52.6±1.1 6.8(47) +2.0(47)−1.6(47) 1.2(49)
+2.1(48)
−1.8(48) 4.7(50)
+6.9(49)
−6.0(49) 2.4(51)
+2.3(51)
−3.5(50)
533.7±18.4 246.3±5.4 106.1±1.8 52.6±1.1 3.5(48) +9.7(47)−7.6(47) 2.0(49)
+3.6(48)
−3.0(48) 4.7(50)
+6.9(49)
−6.0(49) 2.4(51)
+2.3(51)
−3.5(50)
4–8 9–13 14–19 20–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
HH 46 · · · · · · 75.9±2.7 44.6±1.1 · · · · · · 7.7(50) +3.6(50)−2.4(50) 4.9(51)
+5.4(51)
−1.0(51)
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Table 6 (continued)
Source T4 (K) T3 (K) T2 (K) T1 (K) N4 N3 N2 N1
· · · · · · 83.5±4.0 45.1±0.8 · · · · · · 5.1(50) +3.4(50)−2.1(50) 4.8(51)
+8.6(50)
−7.3(50)
· · · · · · 4–9 10–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
IRAS 03245+3002 · · · 388.8±19.1 88.4±3.1 41.7±1.7 · · · 2.2(48) +7.5(47)−5.6(47) 8.9(49)
+3.6(49)
−2.6(49) 7.4(50)
+1.0(51)
−2.4(50)
448.1±27.9 113.4±2.2 65.7±0.7 33.5±1.4 1.7(48) +7.1(47)−5.0(47) 3.7(49)
+8.0(48)
−6.5(48) 2.1(50)
+1.9(49)
−1.8(49) 1.4(51)
+2.0(51)
−5.0(50)
4–7 8–11 12–15 16–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
IRAS 03301+3111 · · · · · · 111.5±5.1 29.5±1.2 · · · · · · 6.3(49) +2.8(49)−2.0(49) 1.2(51)
+1.8(51)
−4.2(50)
· · · · · · 105.9±3.8 29.5±1.2 · · · · · · 7.1(49) +2.7(49)−1.9(49) 1.2(51)
+6.4(50)
−4.2(50)
· · · · · · 4–7 8–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
IRAS 15398−3359 · · · · · · 115.1±3.8 60.5±2.8 · · · · · · 1.1(50) +3.2(49)−2.5(49) 2.0(50)
+1.6(50)
−5.1(49)
· · · · · · 115.1±3.8 60.5±2.8 · · · · · · 1.1(50) +3.2(49)−2.5(49) 2.0(50)
+6.8(49)
−5.1(49)
· · · · · · 4–8 9–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
L1157 -2439.8±413.3 367.4±5.1 105.8±3.6 44.1±1.3 · · · 1.0(49) +1.0(48)−9.3(47) 1.5(50)
+5.0(49)
−3.8(49) 1.5(51)
+1.8(51)
−3.6(50)
680.7±46.1 357.2±5.5 116.6±2.2 47.0±1.3 2.5(48) +1.3(48)−8.6(47) 1.0(49)
+1.1(48)
−9.9(47) 1.1(50)
+1.9(49)
−1.7(49) 1.3(51)
+1.5(51)
−2.8(50)
4–9 10–14 15–22 23–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
L1455 IRS3 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 113.2±10.4 · · · · · · · · · 5.1(49) +4.0(49)−2.2(49)
· · · · · · · · · 4–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
L1551 IRS5 · · · 378.7±9.1 98.3±5.0 46.2±2.1 · · · 2.6(48) +4.3(47)−3.7(47) 6.4(49)
+3.3(49)
−2.2(49) 3.8(50)
+4.9(50)
−1.2(50)
479.5±10.3 127.8±4.7 78.9±4.4 38.1±1.4 1.7(48) +2.4(47)−2.1(47) 2.7(49)
+1.1(49)
−7.8(48) 1.1(50)
+5.5(49)
−3.7(49) 5.9(50)
+7.1(50)
−1.7(50)
4–7 8–10 11–15 16–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
L483 · · · · · · 99.1±6.1 45.0±0.9 · · · · · · 1.1(50) +7.4(49)−4.5(49) 9.1(50)
+9.6(50)
−1.4(50)
· · · · · · 99.1±6.1 45.0±0.9 · · · · · · 1.1(50) +7.4(49)−4.5(49) 9.1(50)
+1.7(50)
−1.4(50)
· · · · · · 4–8 9–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
L723 MM · · · · · · 100.2±4.6 44.8±1.7 · · · · · · 1.0(50) +4.9(49)−3.3(49) 8.9(50)
+1.1(51)
−2.6(50)
· · · · · · 114.3±6.7 47.8±1.5 · · · · · · 6.7(49) +4.1(49)−2.5(49) 7.6(50)
+2.4(50)
−1.8(50)
· · · · · · 4–9 10–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
RCrA IRS5A · · · 273.4±5.2 88.2±3.2 51.8±1.9 · · · 5.4(48) +9.1(47)−7.8(47) 4.1(50)
+1.7(50)
−1.2(50) 1.6(51)
+1.7(51)
−3.9(50)
273.4±5.2 119.2±2.0 68.9±1.3 40.7±1.0 5.4(48) +9.1(47)−7.8(47) 1.5(50)
+2.2(49)
−1.9(49) 8.3(50)
+1.3(50)
−1.1(50) 2.7(51)
+2.5(51)
−5.1(50)
4–7 8–10 11–13 14–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
RCrA IRS7B/C 598.5±16.4 303.0±4.7 103.7±2.5 61.8±2.3 4.5(48) +1.4(48)−1.1(48) 5.3(49)
+8.3(48)
−7.2(48) 1.3(51)
+3.0(50)
−2.4(50) 4.1(51)
+3.9(51)
−9.0(50)
598.5±16.4 323.7±4.7 101.6±2.2 62.8±1.7 4.5(48) +1.4(48)−1.1(48) 4.2(49)
+6.1(48)
−5.3(48) 1.3(51)
+3.5(50)
−2.8(50) 4.0(51)
+3.4(51)
−6.5(50)
4–9 10–15 16–25 26–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
RNO 91 · · · · · · 79.7±4.2 40.5±1.0 · · · · · · 3.5(49) +2.3(49)−1.4(49) 2.2(50)
+2.4(50)
−4.4(49)
· · · · · · 75.9±2.4 37.6±1.4 · · · · · · 4.2(49) +1.3(49)−1.0(49) 2.7(50)
+1.1(50)
−7.8(49)
· · · · · · 4–7 8–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
TMC 1 · · · 359.6±19.9 107.2±3.6 45.9±0.3 · · · 1.3(48) +5.3(47)−3.8(47) 3.8(49)
+1.2(49)
−9.0(48) 1.7(50)
+1.4(50)
−9.6(48)
359.6±19.9 138.2±5.8 133.4±9.9 44.5±0.4 1.3(48) +5.3(47)−3.8(47) 1.9(49)
+6.9(48)
−5.1(48) 3.0(49)
+1.1(49)
−8.1(48) 1.8(50)
+1.6(50)
−1.1(49)
4–7 8–10 11–13 14–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
TMC 1A · · · 374.4±13.3 96.4±6.1 38.8±1.0 · · · 8.2(47) +1.9(47)−1.6(47) 1.8(49)
+1.2(49)
−7.3(48) 1.5(50)
+1.8(50)
−3.4(49)
374.4±13.3 191.3±0.9 99.6±2.7 36.0±1.4 8.2(47) +1.9(47)−1.6(47) 3.5(48)
+8.6(46)
−8.4(46) 1.8(49)
+3.1(48)
−2.6(48) 1.8(50)
+2.4(50)
−5.5(49)
4–7 8–10 11–13 14–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
TMR 1 · · · 392.9±8.7 112.4±3.7 51.6±1.1 · · · 2.0(48) +3.0(47)−2.6(47) 4.8(49)
+1.4(49)
−1.1(49) 2.3(50)
+2.2(50)
−3.3(49)
392.9±8.7 146.1±2.9 90.1±0.6 57.3±2.7 2.0(48) +3.0(47)−2.6(47) 2.4(49)
+3.6(48)
−3.2(48) 7.4(49)
+3.1(48)
−3.0(48) 1.9(50)
+1.8(50)
−4.7(49)
4–7 8–10 11–13 14–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
VLA 1623−243 · · · 294.4±5.7 86.7±3.8 47.4±1.0 · · · 6.2(48) +1.0(48)−9.0(47) 3.7(50)
+1.8(50)
−1.2(50) 1.7(51)
+1.6(51)
−2.6(50)
294.4±5.7 123.6±3.2 75.8±3.8 43.1±0.9 6.2(48) +1.0(48)−9.0(47) 1.2(50)
+2.5(49)
−2.1(49) 5.6(50)
+2.5(50)
−1.7(50) 2.1(51)
+1.9(51)
−3.3(50)
4–7 8–10 11–13 14–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Table 6 continued
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Table 6 (continued)
Source T4 (K) T3 (K) T2 (K) T1 (K) N4 N3 N2 N1
WL 12 · · · 371.6±10.0 113.3±5.1 47.9±3.7 · · · 1.5(48) +2.7(47)−2.3(47) 6.8(49)
+2.7(49)
−1.9(49) 3.9(50)
+6.5(50)
−1.8(50)
371.6±10.0 165.9±0.0 75.7±1.4 26.8±1.0 1.5(48) +2.7(47)−2.3(47) 2.8(49)
+2.4(46)
−2.4(46) 1.6(50)
+2.0(49)
−1.8(49) 1.2(51)
+1.5(51)
−3.0(50)
4–6 7–10 11–13 14–48 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Note—There are two sets of rotational temperatures and the numbers of molecules associated with each source. The top row shows the temperatures
and the number of molecule fitted from data with fixed break points, and the second row shows the temperatures and the number of molecules
fitted from data with flexible break points. The third row indicates the ranges of J levels where the temperature and number density are fitted.
L1014 does not have enough detections of CO for rotational temperature analysis and is not shown in this table. The negative temperature in
L1157 are fitted from four CO lines appearing nearly flat in the rotational diagram.
4.3. HCO+
HCO+ has a higher critical density, ncrit =(3.3–
9.9)× 107 cm−3 for the lines relevant here (Scho¨ier
et al. 2005), which is often used for probing dense
molecular gas around protostars. Its effective den-
sity can be 1–2 orders of magnitudes lower than the
critical density (Evans 1999; Shirley 2015). We found
GSS 30 IRS1 and the combined RCrA IRS7B/C have
significant detections of HCO+. RCrA IRS7B/C shows
the emission of HCO+ J = 6→ 5, J = 7→ 6, and
J = 8→ 7, while GSS 30 IRS1 shows only the emis-
sion of HCO+ J = 7→ 6. RCrA IRS7B/C has suffi-
cient amount of HCO+ detections for rotational tem-
perature analysis. Benz et al. (2016) detected HCO+
toward 12 YSOs including both low-mass and high-
mass sources, suggesting that our low detection rate of
HCO+ J = 6→ 5 may be due to the lack of spectral res-
olution, similar to the problem we have on the emission
of o-H2O 110 → 101. Figure 6 shows the constructed
rotational diagram along with the fitted rotational tem-
perature of 42.0±2.7 K, which is slightly lower than
the “cold” component (51.5±2.5 K) fitted from the CO
rotational diagram, hinting that the HCO+ may be
sub-thermally excited or it is simply colder than CO.
4.4. Beam Filling Factor
The optical depth and the rotational temperature pro-
vide constraints on the beam filling factor of CO emis-
sion. We explore the filling factors derived from unre-
solved CO lines and compare with the maps of low-J CO
lines resolved both spectrally and spatially (e.g. Yıldız
et al. 2015). To reduce uncertainty, we only calculate
the filling factors for the transitions where both 12CO
and 13CO emissions are detected.
The brightness temperature of CO emission can be
related to the filling factor, rotational temperature, and
the optical depth with Equation 3.
Iν = Bν(TB) = fBν(Trot)(1− e−τ ), (3)
where Bν(T ) is the Planck function for a given temper-
ature, and f is the beam filling factor. The Trot and
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Trot = 42.0 ± 2.7 K, = 1.22 × 1047
Figure 6. The rotational diagram of HCO+ detected toward
RCrA IRS7B/C. The solid line indicates the fitted tempera-
ture, and the filled area shows the uncertainty.
τ are derived from our analyses above (see Section 4.1
and 4.2). The rotational temperature is selected from
the rotational diagram based on the component of tem-
perature which dominates the transition. The remain-
ing variable is TB, which can be derived from the inte-
grated fluxes if we know the line width, which is much
smaller than the spectral resolution of SPIRE. Yıldız
et al. (2013) presented the observations of CO J = 6→ 5
toward 26 Class 0+I protostars, 14 of which are included
in the COPS sample. We calculated an average FWHM
of 4.3±1.4 km s−1 for the CO J = 6→ 5 line from Tpeak
and the integrated fluxes presented in the Appendix of
Yıldız et al. (2013), assuming Gaussian profiles. We
take the 1-σ value of 5.7 km s−1 as the line width for
the calculation of the filling factor since the CO line of-
ten become broader at higher J-levels (Yıldız et al. 2013,
2015; Kristensen et al. 2017b).
Table 7 shows the filling factors calculated with Equa-
tion 3. The filling factors are all smaller than 0.53,
ranging from 0.035 to 0.53. We compared our result
with the maps shown in Yıldız et al. (2015), where 6
COPS sources (L1551 IRS5, Ced110 IRS4, GSS 30 IRS1,
HH 46, DK Cha, and TMR 1) were observed in either
CO J = 3→ 2 or CO J = 6→ 5 lines. In general, the
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relative values of our filling factors are consistent with
the maps, showing that GSS30 IRS1 and HH 46 have the
densest emission at the central ∼30′′ regions. However,
the maps of TMR 1 and DK Cha show the emission ex-
tending in the central ∼20′′ regions, suggesting a higher
filling factor than 0.074 (or 0.035). Thus, we are likely
to underestimate the filling factor, perhaps because we
took a conservative estimate of the line width. The un-
certainty on the line width leads to a factor of two differ-
ence in the filling factor. Another source of uncertainty
comes from the correction of optical depth. We overes-
timate the optical depth by using the unresolved SPIRE
spectra (see Section 4.1). A lower optical depth results
in a lower (1−e−τ ) in Equation 3 but a higher Trot at the
low-J CO lines. However, we found that if we artificially
decrease the optical depth by 50%, Trot only increases
1% on average. Thus, an overestimation of optical depth
makes us underestimate the derived filling factor. Out-
flows often show clumpy morphology (Arce et al. 2013;
Lee et al. 2015a), which may remain unresolved in the
observations presented by Yıldız et al. (2013). Thus, the
filling factor is prone to be underestimated.
The beam filling factor decline as the J-level in-
creases. As we learned from Kristensen et al. (2017b),
the CO J = 16→ 15 is dominated by broad components
coming from the cavity shocks at the inner regions of
outflow/envelope. If the CO emission from the cavity
shocks becomes more significant as the J-level increases,
one should expect a decrease of the spatial extent of CO
emission, closer to the small values found for water by
Mottram et al. (2014). Thus, the filling factors extracted
from the 1D spectra, which cover apertures >20′′, nat-
urally decrease with the increase of J-level due to the
unresolved spatial distribution.
4.5. The Correlations of Line Emission
Line emission from different molecules and atoms in
the embedding envelope carries information of the phys-
ical properties of the gas. However, a complete modeling
of the line emission is complicated by the complexity of
source-to-source difference and the combination of emis-
sion from different components (envelope, outflow, and
shocks). Thus, we took a different approach to inves-
tigate the line-to-line correlations from all of the lines
detected from the 1D spectra. We use the generalized
Spearman’s rank correlation to estimate the correlations
of all line pairs detected toward all COPS sources, us-
ing ASURV Rev. 1.2 (Isobe & Feigelson 1990; Lavalley
et al. 1992), which implements the methods presented
in Isobe et al. (1986). The Spearman’s rank correlation
estimates how well the fluxes from two transitions can be
described by a monotonic function. We further compute
the significance of the Spearman’s correlation coefficient
(r) using the Fisher transformation (Equation 4)
z =
√
n− 3
1.06
1
2
ln
(
1 + r
1− r
)
, (4)
where z is the significance, n = 20 is the sample size, and
r is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. ASURV
allows us to consider both the detections and the upper
limits, so that the correlations remain unbiased when
only a few detections are found for high energy emission
lines. We restricted our analysis to 20 sources, where
both SPIRE and PACS spectra are available, to have
the same number of sources for all lines.
4.5.1. Correlation: CO
We found that the correlation strengths of all CO line
pairs show systematic behaviors within three square re-
gions (Figure 8). Those regions coincide with the wave-
length ranges covered by SPIRE-SLW, SPIRE-SSW,
and PACS R1 modules, suggesting an instrumental ef-
fect. The regions covered by the PACS B2A and B2B
modules show less obvious systematic effect due to fewer
detections of high-J CO lines. Therefore, we only focus
the correlations within the instrumental boundaries in
the following discussion. We discuss the characteristics
of the distribution of correlations of different species in
the following sections. We first discuss the correlations
of CO shown in Figure 8; then we describe the correla-
tions of other species, shown in Figure 9.
Within each module, the correlation strength smoothly
decreases as the difference between the Jup-levels of
two lines increases. No CO lines show significant off-
set of correlation strength other than the smooth de-
crease over J-levels. For each CO line, the correlation
strength gradually decreases when comparing either
with a higher-J CO line or a lower-J CO line, show-
ing no clear asymmetry on the distribution of correla-
tions. The smooth variation of the correlation strength
together with the discrete origin of CO emission evi-
dent in the velocity-resolved profiles (Kristensen et al.
2017b) suggests that each component of the CO emis-
sion contributes to a wide range on energy levels, and
the contributing ranges of J-levels overlap well with
each other, so that there is no distinct discontinuity
seen in the distribution of correlations.
4.5.2. Correlation: 13CO
The 13CO lines correlate with each other, but show
much more variation from pair to pair than the distri-
bution of correlations for CO lines (Figure 9), reflecting
the lower detection rate of 13CO lines compared to CO
lines. Weaker but significant correlations are also found
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Table 7. Beam filling factor of CO lines
Line L
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CO J = 5→ 4 0.14 0.043 0.41 0.30 0.061 0.42 0.75 0.16 0.088 · · ·
CO J = 6→ 5 · · · 0.061 0.39 0.29 0.043 0.39 0.73 0.15 · · · 0.044
CO J = 7→ 6 · · · · · · 0.30 · · · · · · · · · 0.60 · · · · · · · · ·
CO J = 8→ 7 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.48 · · · · · · · · ·
CO J = 9→ 8 0.054 · · · 0.11 0.088 · · · · · · 0.71 · · · · · · · · ·
with low-J 13CO lines. The 13CO J = 7→ 6 line shows
relatively low strengths of correlation with other 13CO
lines, mainly due to the fact that it is only detected
toward GSS 30 IRS1 and RCrA IRS7B/C (see more dis-
cussion of 13CO emission in Section 4.1).
4.5.3. Correlation: H2O
Figure 9 presents the distribution of correlation
strength of selected H2O lines, which have multiple
detections among the entire sample. All H2O lines best
correlate with other water lines. Two selected H2O lines
are observed by SPIRE, including p-H2O 111 → 000
(269 µm) and p-H2O 202 → 111 (303 µm). The o-
H2O 110 → 101 line at 557 GHz (538 µm; Eup/k = 61 K),
predominantly observed with HIFI, is not detected to-
ward most of COPS sources with SPIRE (see the discus-
sion in Section 3.6.1). Three H2O lines are selected from
the PACS spectra, including p-H2O 313 → 202 (139 µm),
o-H2O 303 → 212 (174 µm), and o-H2O 212 → 101
(179 µm). Figure 7 shows the correlations of the se-
lected water lines with the CO lines. All water lines
show better correlations with the CO lines in the mid-
dle of the range between Jup=4–25. The instrumental
effect causes the discontinuity in the distribution of cor-
relations. The water lines observed with PACS typically
have a higher correlation with the CO lines compared
to the water lines observed with SPIRE, however, they
all have a similar behavior for the correlations with CO
lines.
Other studies have shown that the low-J CO lines
have weaker correlations with water. Kristensen et al.
(2012) found a weak correlation between o-H2O 110 →
101 line and CO J = 3→ 2 from 29 protostars, eight of
which are included in this analysis. Kristensen et al.
(2017b) presented a similar analysis for a larger sam-
ple. The water line also show inconsistent spatial ex-
tent with CO J = 3→ 2 line (Santangelo et al. 2012,
2014), whereas the high-J CO emission spatially coin-
cides with the water emission. The higher correlation of
water lines with CO ranging from Jup=10–15 suggests
hidden components associated with both species, possi-
bly the cavity shocks in the outflow due to the similar
line profile between the emission of CO J = 16→ 15 and
water (Kristensen et al. 2012, 2017b).
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Figure 7. The 1D distributions of the significance of cor-
relation with the CO lines for five water lines observed
with PACS (p-H2O 313 → 202, o-H2O 303 → 212, and o-
H2O 212 → 101) and SPIRE (p-H2O 111 → 000 and p-
H2O 202 → 111).
4.5.4. Correlation: OH
We select the strongest OH doublet lines around
119 µm to investigate the correlation of OH lines with
other species. The OH lines correlate with CO lines
(Jup ≤ 24) and H2O lines. The correlations between OH
and high-J CO lines (Jup > 24) are relatively weak de-
spite the fact that high-J CO lines are detected toward
one-third of the entire sample. Wampfler et al. (2013)
found that the OH from a sample of Class 0+I sources,
where four of them are included in this study, and
intermediate-mass protostars shows correlations with
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water and [O I]. An outflow origin was suggested by
the broad component found in the line profiles of both
high-mass and low-mass protostars, W3 IRS5 (Wampfler
et al. 2011) and Serpens SMM1 (Kristensen et al. 2013).
The broad component contributes significantly to the
high-J CO lines, such as CO J = 16→ 15 (Kristensen
et al. 2017b). Thus, it is reasonable to have significant
correlations between OH and high-J CO lines given their
similar origins. While our result suggests that OH cor-
relates with water, the COPS sources show only 2.6σ
and 2.4σ correlations between OH and [O I].
Since the water emission mostly traces the outflows
(Kristensen et al. 2012; Santangelo et al. 2014), the
correlation between OH and water suggests that H2O
and OH may co-exist in the outflow (Mottram et al.
2014; Kristensen et al. 2017b, Kristensen & Wampfler
in prep.). Karska et al. (2013) and Karska et al. (to
be accepted) suggest the presence of OH from the irra-
diated shocks that best describe the emission of water
and high-J CO lines.
4.5.5. Correlation: Atomic Species
The [C I] lines at 370 µm and 609 µm are widely de-
tected toward our sample. The two lines show correla-
tions with low-J 13CO lines, whereas some correlation
is found with the low-J 12CO lines and the [C I] line
at 370 µm. The 13CO lines (e.g. 13CO J = 6→ 5) are
found to trace the UV-heated outflow cavity wall as well
as the quiescent envelope (Yıldız et al. 2012, 2015), and
the same origins were suggested for the [C I] 370 µm line
(van Kempen et al. 2009b).
The forbidden transition of atomic oxygen, which
is predominantly detected at 63 µm, shows correla-
tions with CO lines, and correlates better with the CO
lines ranging from Jup=10 to 24. [O I] is thought to
be a tracer of outflow (Hollenbach 1985; Dionatos &
Gu¨del 2017), at least for the short term activity of
outflows (Mottram et al. 2017). The emission of out-
flows contributes significantly to the high-J CO line, so
greater strengths of correlation are to be expected be-
tween the [O I] line and high energy CO lines. Toward
NGC1333 IRAS4A, Kristensen et al. (2017a) found that
part of the [O I] line at 63 µm exhibits the same line pro-
file as the CO J = 16→ 15 line and few water lines at
the same velocity channels.
4.6. Spatial Extent of Line and Continuum Emission
In the previous analyses, we focused on the 1D spec-
tra for simplicity. In fact, the SLW and SSW modules
in SPIRE have 19 and 35 spaxels in a hexagonal layout
with separations of 19′′ and 33′′ (see the “plus” markers
in Figure 10), respectively, providing information on the
spatial morphology of emission lines. Figure 10 shows
two contours of CO J = 4→ 3 and CO J = 10→ 9 de-
tected toward VLA 1623−243 as examples. The CO
emission is detected, not only at the central position
but also in the outer spaxels, and the morphology also
varies from line to line. Although it is easier to show
the morphology of emission lines as contours, the infor-
mation on spatial extent needs to be simplified when
we investigate the morphology of each line toward all
sources at once.
4.6.1. 1D profiles of Morphology
We take advantage of the hexagonal spaxel layout to
project the 2D morphology into a 1D profile as a func-
tion of azimuthal angle. For each non-central spaxel, we
first calculate its distance to the central spaxel and the
azimuthal angle with respect to north. Then we take
the ratio of the flux at the non-central spaxel to the flux
at the central spaxel to construct a 1D profile of the flux
ratios as a function of the azimuthal angle. We restrict
our analysis to the outer spaxels within a radius of 75′′
from the central spaxel to exclude the low SNR outer-
most spaxels. The 75′′ radius allows us to include the
nearest hexagon in the SLW module (6 spaxels), and the
two nearest hexagons in the SSW module (16 spaxels).
As the distance to the central spaxel increases, the de-
tected line flux generally decreases as well; however, in
some cases, including B1-c, BHR 71, L1157, L1551 IRS5,
VLA 1623−243, and WL 12, the strongest CO emission
is found at off-center positions. We reduce the radius to
50′′ for RCrA IRS5A to avoid source confusion.
We apply a Gaussian smoothing kernel to the profile of
flux ratios to produce a smooth profile for investigating
the large scale morphology. The Gaussian kernel has a
1-σ width of 30 degree for a 60 degree spacing between
two adjacent spaxels in the inner ring.
With the 1D profiles of all CO emission lines derived
for each source, we investigate the variation of morphol-
ogy of CO emission from line to line in two ways, the
smoothed 1D profile and the difference of the maximum
and minimum ratios of the 1D profile.
4.6.2. Morphology with the 1D Profiles
Figure 11 shows the smoothed profiles of CO emission
lines. Six sources are excluded due to the low detection
rate at the outer spaxels; therefore, not enough data are
available for constructing the 1D profile. In principle, if
the emission centers at the central spaxel and decreases
outward in all directions uniformly, the 1D profile will
appear to be a flat line (e.g. WL 12). If the distribution
of the emission is concentrated but offset from the cen-
ter, the 1D profile will show a single peak at the angle
toward the offset spaxel (e.g. HH 46). If the distribu-
tion shows a bipolar feature, the 1D profile will have
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Figure 8. The Spearman’s z-value for all CO line pairs. The colors of labels indicate the lines covered by the same mod-
ule/instrument.
two peaks at two azimuthal angles separated by the an-
gle between two lobes (e.g. BHR 71). All three cases
are seen in Figure 11.
We found that all bipolar features seen in the 1D pro-
files correspond to the observed outflows in the spatially-
resolved maps. The single peak profiles also agree with
the maps, suggesting a single outflow. We discuss the de-
tailed comparison in Appendix C. For the sources with
two peaks, we noted that the flux ratio decreases as
the Jup-level increases. In addition to the variation of
the flux ratios, we sometimes found the positions of the
peaks also vary with the Jup-level (B1-c, BHR 71, and
L1157); however, this variation may result from the dif-
ference of spaxel layout of the SLW and SSW modules,
which changes between Jup=8 and 9. Also, in the cases
of L483, the lower-J CO lines show two-peak profiles,
but only a dominant peak exists in the profiles of the
higher-J CO lines due to the lack of detections at the
higher-J CO lines, making one of the lobes disappear
from the observed morphology.
4.6.3. Variations of Bipolarity
Beside the visual inspection of the 1D profiles, we ex-
plore the difference between the maximum and the min-
imum values (hereafter the peak-to-valley difference) of
each profile as a probe of morphology. A flat profile will
result in a difference close to zero, while a strong double-
peak profile leads to a significant difference. However,
a double-peak profile produces the same difference as a
equally strong single-peak profile. Thus, we only com-
pare the peak-to-valley difference for the sources with
bipolar features.
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Figure 9. The Spearman’s z-value for all line pairs.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the peak-to-valley
difference derived from the sources with more than three
detections in the outer spaxels. The sources include
B1-c, L483, L1157, HH 46, IRAS03245+3002, BHR 71,
GSS 30 IRS1, and VLA 1623−243, where B1-c, L483,
L1157, HH 46, and IRAS 03245+3002 are only consid-
ered for the SLW module. Selecting those sources re-
duces the effect of sensitivity (see Appendix C). The
values of each source were normalized by the SSW and
SLW modules before we averaged the peak-to-valley dif-
ferences of all COPS sources. The peak-to-valley dif-
ference shows a shallow decrease at Jup=4–8, and ex-
hibits a steady decrease at Jup=9–13, suggesting that
the bipolar feature is diminishing as the J-level increases
at higher-J regime.
The change of beam size between the two SPIRE mod-
ules hinders a direct comparison of the peak-to-valley
differences from the SLW and SSW modules. We should
cautiously conclude that the diminishment of the bipo-
lar feature is seen in each module.
To summarize, the flux ratios (outer to center) as a
function of azimuthal angles simplifies the 2D morphol-
ogy to the 1D profiles. Among the 17 sources, 6 sources
show bipolar distributions of CO emission lines, while
single lobes and irregular profiles are seen in the 1D
smoothed profiles of a further 11 sources. The morphol-
ogy identified from the 1D profiles is consistent with
the velocity-resolved observations, suggesting that the
extended CO emission seen in the SPIRE data can be
related to outflows. The CO emission exhibits bipolarity
between Jup=4–13. We use the peak-to-valley difference
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Figure 10. The smoothed contours of CO J = 4→ 3 and CO J = 10→ 9 emission detected toward VLA 1623−243. The blue
contours indicate the line fluxes down to 20% of the peak flux, and the flux level increases by 20% between contours. The “plus”
signs mark the location of spaxels in green for detections. The central position is plotted in red “plus.” The background image
is the smoothed distribution of continuum at the line centroid.
derived from the smoothed 1D profiles to quantify the
strength of bipolarity, and find that the bipolarity de-
creases as the J-level increases.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. SED Classification
Several methods of classification have been established
in the past few decades, such as the spectral index at
near-infrared wavelengths (Adams et al. 1987), bolomet-
ric temperature (Myers & Ladd 1993; Chen et al. 1995),
and the ratio of bolometric luminosity to the submillime-
ter luminosity (Andre et al. 2000). Evans et al. (2009a)
summarized the history of classification methods. SED
classes were assigned for sources in the combined c2d
and Gould Belt Spitzer Legacy programs by Dunham
et al. (2015), who demonstrated that the main limita-
tion was the lack of well-sampled data through the far-
infrared to submillimeter. Those data are now available,
albeit for only a small sample, so we focus in this sec-
tion on whether the previous conclusions are changed by
such data.
Table 3 shows the αNIR, Tbol, Lbol, Lsmm, and the
corresponding classifications based on each method for
all sources. Our sources are all Class 0 or I with 23 of 26
protostars classified as Class 0 by the Lbol/Lsmm crite-
rion. In the following paragraphs, we follow the original
definition (Andre et al. 1993a) of the Class 0 protostars,
Lbol/Lsmm > 200, and ask if other classification meth-
ods agree with that classification. This parameter was
found to be the best indicator of age for very young sys-
tems in models that followed the SED evolution through
the infall phase (Young & Evans 2005; Dunham et al.
2010, 2014b).
The original definition of SED classes was based on
the slope of the relation between log(λFλ) and log(λ)
between 2 and 25 µm (Adams et al. 1987; Andre et al.
1993a; Greene et al. 1994), the spectral index α (denoted
as αNIR in this paper). While useful for distinguish-
ing Classes II and III from earlier classes, many papers
have shown that it cannot separate Class 0 from Class
I sources (e.g., Dunham et al. 2015) and this conclusion
is borne out in Figure 13. The combined Class, 0+I, de-
fined by Dunham et al. (2015), is separated from Class II
by αNIR, with only three exceptions: IRAS 03301+3111
and TMC 1A, and DK Cha, which are classified as flat
spectrum sources.
The bolometric temperature, Tbol, is also commonly
used to separate Class 0 from Class I. In this frame-
work, Class 0 sources have Tbol less than 70 K. However,
Tbol is quite sensitive to the near-IR flux due to incli-
nation effects. With inclination correction, protostars
with measured Tbol < 70 K are relatively rare, making
up 3% of the distribution of protostars in Orion (Fis-
cher et al. 2013). Figure 13 shows that our well-sampled
data confirm previous results (e.g. Figure 2 of Dunham
et al. 2014b) showing that many Class 0 sources (using
Lbol/Lsmm) fall into Class I according to Tbol. In partic-
ular, 10 of 26 protostars are classified as Class I (or flat)
sources by Tbol, but as Class 0 sources by Lbol/Lsmm.
No simple adjustment of the boundaries can bring the
two tracers into substantially better agreement.
The original idea for defining SED classes and vari-
ables like Tbol was that they would reflect physical
stages. In particular, a Class 0 source would ideally
correspond to a Stage 0 source, with more mass in the
envelope than in the star. While there is general agree-
ment between classes and stages in simulations (Ro-
bitaille et al. 2006), variations in original core mass (af-
fects Lsmm), orientation relative to the observer (affects
Tbol), and evolutionary path (e.g., episodic accretion)
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Figure 11. The distribution of flux ratios with the flux at the central spaxel as a function of the azimuthal angle. The colors of
the lines indicate the different Jup-levels of the CO lines, and the shaded area represents the uncertainty of the smooth profile.
We only consider the outer spaxels within 75′′ from the central spaxel, yielding 6 and 16 outer spaxels for the SLW and SSW
modules, which have spaxels in hexagonal layout with separations of 19′′ and 33′′, respectively. The 75′′ radius is reduced to
50′′ for RCrA IRS5A to avoid source confusion.
make this connection between class and stage difficult
(Dunham et al. 2010; Fischer et al. 2017). Harsono et al.
(2014) found three Taurus sources in the COPS sample,
TMC 1, TMC 1A, and TMR 1, have more than 70%
of the total mass in the central protostars, suggesting
Stage I sources; however, all three sources are classified
as Class 0 sources by Lbol/Lsmm.
Without even a decent estimate of the stellar mass
in deeply embedded stages, only indirect proxies are
available. Mottram et al. (2017) found that the force
in the entrained CO gas in the outflows (FCO derived
from CO J = 3→ 2 maps) correlates weakly with Lbol
(p=3.5σ), whereas FCO are systematically different for
Class 0 and I sources classified by Tbol.
We explore the correlation of the total CO luminosity
(LCO) with different classification indicators. We sum
up the luminosities of all CO lines with the optical depth
correction for calculating LCO. Figure 14 shows the re-
lation of LCO versus Lbol/Lsmm, Lbol, and Tbol, where
LCO is the total CO luminosity from the CO lines ob-
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Figure 12. The averaged peak-to-valley differences from
the 1D profiles of the sources with more than three detec-
tions at the outer spaxels. The peak-to-valley differences
of each source were normalized separately for the SLW and
SSW modules before we took the average of all sources. The
vertical line separates the SLW and SSW modules.
served with PACS and SPIRE. We found a strong linear
relation between LCO and Lbol, which can be expressed
as
log(LCO) = (0.62± 0.14)log(Lbol)− 2.10± 0.13, (5)
but no systematic offset of LCO distinguished by the Tbol
of the sources. The same scenario is also found for the
HOPS and DIGIT programs (Manoj et al. 2013, 2016).
We found that the classification of embedded proto-
stars still remains uncertain with the addition of Her-
schel -SPIRE spectra. The two main classification meth-
ods, Lbol/Lsmm and Tbol, only agrees for 15 of 26 COPS
sources. Studies that modeled the infall process of em-
bedded protostars found the Lbol/Lsmm better described
the evolution of protostars (e.g. Young & Evans 2005;
Dunham et al. 2010, 2014b), whereas some studies found
that the classification based on Tbol is more consistent
with the evolution of outflows (e.g. Mottram et al. 2017).
Direct investigation on the properties of central proto-
stars will provide an accurate estimate on the evolution-
ary of embedded protostars.
5.2. The Origin of CO Emission
It has been proposed by both observational and the-
oretical studies that different structure, such as UV-
irradiated cavity walls, shocks, and the molecular enve-
lope, may be responsible for CO emission over different
ranges of J-levels. (e.g. van Kempen et al. 2010; Visser
et al. 2012; Manoj et al. 2013; Mottram et al. 2014; Lee
et al. 2015b; Kristensen et al. 2017b). Combined with
the PACS data, the COPS program covers a wide range
of CO lines and the spatial distribution of CO emission,
providing us a unique opportunity to review this issue
with a more comprehensive view. We discuss the origin
of CO emission in the context of spatial extent, the com-
parison with kinematic studies, the rotational diagrams,
and the distribution of correlations.
In Section 4.6, we have concluded that the extended
CO emission observed toward the COPS sample has an
outflow-related origin. Santangelo et al. (2014) found
that the morphology of CO J = 6→ 5 line is much
more consistent with the spatial extent of water emis-
sion, which traces the shocked gas, than the morphol-
ogy of CO J = 3→ 2 line. This comparison shows that
the higher-J CO line traces the shocked gas, while the
lower-J CO line traces the gas entrained by outflows.
Velocity-resolved studies with HIFI also show a simi-
lar line profile between water and CO lines (Kristensen
et al. 2012; Yıldız et al. 2013; Mottram et al. 2014).
Yıldız et al. (2013) showed that the CO J = 10→ 9 line
is broader than the CO J = 3→ 2 line, where the water
emission has a broad line width. For higher-J CO lines,
Kristensen et al. (2017b) found two components in the
line profile of CO J = 16→ 15 emission, a narrow off-
set component and a broad centered component. They
suggested that the narrow offset component originates
from the spot shocks, while the broad centered compo-
nent comes from cavity shocks or disk wind. The pro-
file of CO emission seems to change from centered nar-
row+broad components from the quiescent envelope and
outflowing material at low-J (J = 3→ 2) to a broader
component along with a narrow offset component dom-
inated by cavity shocks (or disk wind) and spot shocks,
respectively. It is clear that there are multiple origins
contributing to the CO emission, likely dominating in
different ranges of energy levels of CO.
We also see multiple origins of CO emission from our
analysis of the rotational temperatures. Figure 5 (right)
shows the distribution of the rotational temperatures fit-
ted with flexible break points, suggesting a primary pop-
ulation around 100 K (cold), and a secondary population
around 400 K (warm). The cold population represents
the entrained gas in the outflows; the warm population
corresponds to the cavity shocks (or disk wind), which
contributes to the broad component seen in the line pro-
files of CO J = 16→ 15 (Kristensen et al. 2017b). Our
spectrally unresolved data are insensitive for identifying
spot shocks. However, we do not find the proposed ro-
tational temperature (∼700 K) for spot shocks in the
distribution of rotational temperatures, unless we use
fixed break points. We detect CO lines at Jup=24–38,
excluding Jup=25 and 26, which are in the gap between
two PACS modules, toward 5 sources on average. Thus,
we conservatively argue that spot shocks are missing
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from our analysis of rotational temperatures of CO, but
detection limits for high-J CO lines may prevent the
discovery of spot shocks.
The distribution of correlation strength identifies any
offset of correlations from any group of lines. The cor-
relations of all CO lines show no systematic offset of
correlations from any group of CO lines, other than
the instrumental effects, despite the fact that the dis-
tribution of the rotational temperatures clearly shows
two distinct populations, suggesting that multiple ori-
gins contribute to the entire CO ladder. If some CO
lines are dominated by a certain origin, the correlations
among those lines would be much higher than others,
appearing to be a regional clustering in the distribution
of correlation strength. On the other hand, if the ranges
of J-level contributed by different origins overlap with
each other significantly, such regional clustering effect
may not be seen.
Figure 8 shows a rather smooth variation of correla-
tions instead of clustering for the CO lines observed in
each module. The smooth variation suggests that each
origin contributes to a wide range of CO lines, and the
range of J-levels contributed by each origin significant
overlaps with each other. To summarize, both the distri-
bution of rotational temperatures and the observations
of resolved CO lines show multiple components of CO
gas; however, the discrete origin of CO gas produces a
rather smooth distribution of correlation strengths, sug-
gesting that each origin contributes to a wide range of
J-levels, and the dominance of each origin is smoothly
varying across the CO ladder. This illustrates the im-
portance of spectrally resolved data to find the “hidden”
components.
5.2.1. A Single CO Line as a Probe of the Total CO
Luminosity
We explore the potential to infer LCO with a single
low-J CO line. We only focus on CO J = 6→ 5 and
J = 4→ 3 lines for their accessibility from ground-based
observations. The optical depth correction applies to
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the luminosities of CO J = 6→ 5 and CO J = 4→ 3 as
well. Both lines show strong correlation with LCO, with
Spearman’s ρ of 0.878 and 0.926 for CO J = 4→ 3 and
J = 6→ 5, respectively. The data are more scattered for
CO J = 4→ 3 at the lower LCO regime, probably due
to increased contribution from the envelope. The differ-
ent spatial extent of CO J = 3→ 2 and J = 6→ 5 lines
(Santangelo et al. 2014) also suggests different combi-
nations of origins for the CO J = 4→ 3 and J = 6→ 5
emission. We fit a power-law for the relations between
the LCO and both the luminosity of CO J = 4→ 3 and
CO J = 6→ 5, with the orthogonal distance regression
offered in SciPy (Figure 15). The fitted relation can be
described as
log(LCO [L]) = a× log(LCO [L]) + b. (6)
For CO J = 6→ 5, a = 0.93±0.04 and b = 0.66±0.09;
for CO J = 4→ 3, a = 1.00±0.07 and b = 0.91±0.19.
The tight relation between the LCO and the luminosity
of CO J = 6→ 5 provides a pathway to assess the total
CO luminosity from the ground-based observations.
5.2.2. Comparison with FU Orionis Objects, T Tauri
stars, and Herbig Ae/Be stars
In principle, the molecular gas eventually infalls onto
the protostars or dissipates into the environment, sug-
gesting that the amount of CO should be lower for T
Tauri stars and Herbig Ae/Be stars compared to em-
bedded protostars, such as the COPS sources. The FU
Orionis objects (FUors) are often considered as the pro-
tostars which have undergone a sudden rise in accretion
rate (Herbig 1977), resulting in a rapid increase in source
bolometric luminosity followed by a slow decay over 10–
100 years (e.g. Bell & Lin 1994; Green et al. 2016b). See
Audard et al. (2014) for a recent review. If the FUors
just experienced an outburst of energy, their molecular
gas may have been heated up, leading to an increase of
the 400–500 K component in the CO rotational diagram.
We utilize the PACS spectra from the CDF archive to
examine if the differences of Herbig Ae/Be stars, T Tauri
stars, and FUors appeared in the rotational diagrams of
CO. Table 8 shows the lists of sources.
Figure 16 shows the CO rotational diagram of differ-
ent types of sources as rotational diagrams. The data
for Class 0 and I sources are averaged separately. The
CO rotational diagrams of Class 0 and I sources have
similar characteristics. There are few detections of CO
for FUors except for V1057 Cyg. We found that the
CO rotational diagram of V1057 Cyg is indistinguish-
able from the COPS sources, although there is a hint
that the data of V1057 Cyg lie at the higher-end of the
region populated by the embedded sources, especially at
the high upper energy regime. The CO line profiles of
FUors are in fact similar to the line profiles found to-
ward embedded protostars (Green et al. 2013a), which
supports the similarity of the rotational diagrams be-
tween V1057 Cyg and embedded protostars.
The CO rotational diagrams of the Herbig Ae/Be stars
are consistently lower than the data of the COPS sources
by about 1 in log(NJ/gJ), and they show a much more
irregular decrease with Eu/k compared to the COPS
protostars. However, the detailed study of two Herbig
Ae/Be stars shows a much smoother decrease similar to
the protostars (Jime´nez-Donaire et al. 2017). Double-
peaked line profiles were observed in CO J = 10→ 9 and
CO J = 16→ 15 for disk sources (Fedele et al. 2013),
which are quite different from the line profiles seen by
Kristensen et al. (2017b), confirming a disk origin for
the CO emission. However, how the different origins
contribute to the shape of rotational diagrams is unclear
without further investigation, but it certainly makes the
difference of rotational diagram expected. There are
only a few detections of CO toward the T Tauri stars,
which lie at the bottom-end of the diagram among the
lower-end of the data from the Herbig Ae/Be stars. In
summary, V1057 Cyg has similar CO rotational dia-
grams as the embedded protostars, whereas the Her-
big Ae/Be stars and T Tauri stars have lower values in
(NJ)/gJ but similar shapes to the diagrams of embedded
sources. The similarity between embedded protostars
and FUors and difference between embedded protostars
and Herbig Ae/Be stars and T Tauri stars are also seen
in their line profiles.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a statistical analysis of the full
sample of 26 Class 0+I protostars from the COPS-
SPIRE Open Time Program using Herschel -SPIRE
200–670 µm spectroscopy, utilizing improvements in
calibration and sensitivity from the data pipeline over
the mission lifetime.
• We present 1–1000 µm SEDs of 26 COPS sources
with excellent spectral coverage in submillimeter
wavelengths. We update the reduction method
used in the CDF archive (Green et al. 2016a) to ex-
tract the 1D PACS spectra that are consistent with
the SPIRE 1D spectra, which have less than 5%
difference of flux at the conjunction between the
spectra of PACS and SPIRE for all sources, except
for TMC 1, WL 12, L1014, and IRAS 03301+3111
due to excessive background emission in SPIRE.
We further investigated the change of Lbol, Tbol,
and Lsmm because of the addition of the SPIRE
spectra. With Herschel data, the Lbol increases
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Figure 15. The correlation between the total CO luminosity and the luminosity of CO J = 4→ 3 (left) and CO J = 6→ 5
(right) with a fitted linear relation. The fitted lines can be described as log(LCO J=4→3 [L]) = a×log(LCO [L])+b, where a =
1.00±0.07 and b = 0.91±0.19; and log(LCO J=6→5 [L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Table 8. List of Herbig Ae/Be stars, FUors, and T Tauri stars
Herbig Ae/Be AB Aur, AS 205, HD 100453, HD 100546, HD 104237, HD 135344B, HD 139614, HD 141569
HD 142527, HD 142666, HD 144432, HD 144668, HD 150193, HD 163296, HD 169142
HD 179218, HD 203024, HD 245906, HD 35187, HD 36112, HD 38120, HD 50138
HD 97048, HD 98922
FUors HBC 722, V1735 Cyg, V1057 Cyg, V1331 Cyg, V1515 Cyg, FU Ori
T Tauri S CrA, HT Lup, RU Lup, RY Lup, SR 21
by 50% on average compared to the pre-Herschel
observations, while the Tbol decreases by 10% on
average. (Section 3.3 and 3.5)
• All spectra were processed with an automatic line
fitting pipeline to extract emission lines, producing
the line-free continuum (Figure 2) and continuum-
free spectra (Figure 17). The line fitting result is
provided as a machine readable table (Table 4).
We found that the SPIRE photometric flux den-
sities decrease by only ∼1% after removing the
emission lines. (Section 3.6.2 and 3.6.3)
• The 12CO lines typically have high optical depth
at low-J , which affects the total CO luminosity as
well as the comparison with the emission of other
species. With the emission of 13CO detected in a
few sources, we characterize the optical depth of
12CO and discuss the uncertainties due to the lack
of spectral resolution and sensitivity. We fitted the
optical depth as a function of the upper energy
levels (Equation 2), and found that the 12CO lines
remain optically thick until Jup > 13. (Section 4.1)
• We fitted multiple rotational temperatures for
each source with the correction of optical depth.
We adopted the conventional break points to sep-
arate the CO ladder, and produce four compo-
nents of rotational temperature, <100 K, ∼100 K,
∼200–300 K, and &500 K, which is similar to the
scenario concluded by many studies (e.g. Yıldız
et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013b; Manoj et al. 2013;
Karska et al. 2014; Matuszak et al. 2015). How-
ever, the separation between components becomes
indistinct when the break points remain flexible
during the fitting of rotational temperature. The
distribution of rotational temperatures (Figure 5)
shows two populations, the dominant cold com-
ponents (50–120 K) and a secondary population
centered at ∼400 K, which trace the entrained gas
in the outflows and possibly the cavity shocks/disk
wind, respectively. (Section 4.2)
• We calculate the beam filling factor for the sources
where we detect 13CO emission, which constrains
the optical depth directly. The beam filling factors
range from 0.035 to 0.53, which are lower limit of
the filling factor due to the uncertainties on the
line width and optical depth. A clumpy nature of
the CO gas at embedded protostars learned from
ground-based observations with higher spatial res-
olution (9′′ beam) (Arce et al. 2013; Lee et al.
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2015a; Yıldız et al. 2015), suggesting a smaller
beam filling factor, which is consistent with our
result. (Section 4.4)
• We constrain the correlations of all pairs of lines
drawn from the line fitting results with the gen-
eralized Spearman’s rank correlation. The distri-
bution of correlation strength (Figure 9) show sys-
tematic offsets of correlation strength from several
groups of lines, where the lines of each group are
observed with the same module/instrument, sug-
gesting that the bias is due to the instrumental
effect. Therefore, any comparison of the lines ob-
served in different modules needs to be done with
caution. (Section 4.5)
• Within each module, the correlations between
each CO line pair are smoothly decreasing as the
difference between J-level between two lines in-
creases. The emission of 13CO is found to have
weak correlations with 12CO, and stronger cor-
relations with [C I] 3P2 →3 P1. Both 13CO and
[C I] were associated with the UV-heated outflow
cavity wall, which explains the correlation. The
H2O lines show significant correlations with CO
and OH. The water lines correlate better with the
CO lines ranging from Jup=10–15 in the middle
of the range of J-levels shown in Figure 7. The
[O I] 3P1 →3 P2 at 63 µm has weak correlations
with low-J CO lines observed with SPIRE, and
shows no correlation with [C I]. (Section 4.5.1 to
4.5.5)
• The spatial distribution of CO emission shows an
extended feature in low-J CO lines. We develop
a method to project the 2D distribution into an
1D profile as a function of the azimuthal angles
from the center of the sources. The 1D profile
shows the ratios of the flux at outer spaxels to the
flux at the central spaxel. The 1D profiles show
consistent morphology with the spatially resolved
map. The bipolar CO distribution indeed has an
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outflow-related origin. The bipolar distribution of
CO emission is more significant for lower-J CO
lines, and typically show a separation of 180 degree
between the two peaks.
We use the difference of the maximum and the
minimum values of the extracted 1D profiles as a
probe of the extent of bipolar feature. The aver-
aged peak-to-valley differences show a general de-
cline as the J-level increases, suggesting a less pre-
dominant bipolar feature at higher-Jup CO lines.
(Section 4.6)
• The classifications using Lbol/Lsmm, Tbol, and the
spectral index at near-infrared (αNIR) as the in-
dicators all conclude that our sample consists of
Class 0+I protostars. The classifications using
Tbol and Lbol/Lsmm are not very consistent in
separating 0 from I: 10 of 26 sources have differ-
ent classifications under these two methods. (Sec-
tion 5.1)
• The origin of the CO emission can be constrained
with its spatial extent, rotational temperature,
and correlations with other CO lines. We show
that the extended CO emission traces the out-
flows. Also, two populations of the CO rotational
temperatures are found in the distribution of ro-
tational temperatures, which is consistent with
multiple origins of CO emission inferred from the
velocity-resolved line profiles (Kristensen et al.
2012; Yıldız et al. 2013; San Jose´-Garc´ıa et al.
2013; Kristensen et al. 2017b). The cold popu-
lation (.100 K) indicates the entrained gas in the
outflows. While the origin of the broad compo-
nent of the resolved CO line profiles is consistent
with the warm population (∼400 K), we do not
find the hot component (∼700 K) in the distri-
bution of rotational temperatures. The distribu-
tions of correlation strength do not exhibit mul-
tiple distinct patterns, suggesting that either the
CO emission comes from numerous components, or
the few mechanisms of CO excitation contribute to
a wide range of CO ladder and well-overlap with
each other. The kinematics of the resolved line
profiles rule out the former scenario (Kristensen
et al. 2017b). Thus, the discrete origins of CO
emission contribute to a wide range of CO ladder,
and their contributions significantly overlap with
each other on the CO ladder. (Section 5.2)
• The comparison of the CO rotational diagrams
of different types of sources, such as embedded
protostars, FUors, T Tauri stars, and Herbig
Ae/Be stars, collected from the CDF archive
(Green et al. 2016a), shows that the rotational
diagrams of one FUor (V1057 Cyg) is indistin-
guishable from that of an emvedded protostar,
except for the higher NJ /gJ at high upper energy
transitions(Figure 16). The other FUors exhibit
few CO detections. The data from the embedded
sources form a coherent pattern in the rotational
diagram, where the data of the Herbig Ae/Be
stars lie at the lower end of log(NJ/gJ) compared
to the embedded sources. Only a few detections
are found toward the T Tauri stars, which have
weaker emission than the Herbig Ae/Be stars.
(Section 5.2.2)
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Table 10. OBSID of Photometry
Source PACS SPIRE
IRAS 03245+3002 1342227103, 1342227104 1342190327, 1342190326
L1455 IRS3 1342227103, 1342227104 1342190327, 1342190326
IRAS 03301+3111 1342227103, 1342227104 1342190327, 1342190326
B1-a 1342227103, 1342227104 1342190327, 1342190326
B1-c 1342267246, 1342267247 1342190327, 1342190326
L1551 IRS5 1342202251 1342202250, 1342202251
TMR 1 1342228175, 1342228174 1342202252, 1342202253
TMC 1A 1342202252 1342202252, 1342202253
TMC 1 1342202252 1342202252, 1342202253
HH 46 · · · · · ·
Ced110 IRS4 1342223480, 1342224782, 1342224783 1342213179, 1342213178
BHR 71 1342224922, 1342224925, 1342224924, 1342224923 1342226633
DK Cha 1342212709, 1342212708, 1342213180 1342213180, 1342213181
IRAS 15398–3359 1342226705 1342213182, 1342213183
GSS 30 IRS1 1342227148, 1342227149, 1342205093, 1342205094 1342203074, 1342205093, 1342205094
VLA 1623−243 1342205093, 1342205094 1342203074, 1342205093, 1342205094
WL 12 1342238817, 1342238816 1342205093, 1342205094
RNO 91 1342263844, 1342263845 1342263844, 1342263845
L483 1342228397, 1342228398, 1342228395, 1342228396 1342229186
RCrA IRS5A 1342267429, 1342267427, 1342267428, 1342267430, 1342242076 1342206677, 1342206678, 1342216002
1342241402, 1342241519, 1342241403, 1342242555, 1342242077
1342241314, 1342241520, 1342241313, 1342242554
RCrA IRS7B/C 1342184510, 1342184511 1342206677, 1342206678, 1342216002
L723 MM 1342231917, 1342231918 1342229605
B335 1342196030, 1342196031 1342192685
L1157 1342224778, 1342224779, 1342189845 1342189844, 1342189843
L1014 1342225450, 1342225449 1342219974, 1342220631
Note—We exclude HH 100 from the calibration with photometry, because the observation of HH 100 is heavily contaminated
by a nearby source, RCrA IRS7B.
APPENDIX
A. LIST OF OBSID OF PHOTOMETRY
Table 10 lists the OBSIDs used for calculating the PACS and SPIRE photometry in this study.
B. THE 1D SPIRE SPECTRA FOR THE
COPS-SPIRE SOURCES
Figure 17 shows the continuum-subtracted SPIRE
1-D spectra for the COPS sources. Three versions
of spectra are available online, the files named by
[object] spire corrected contain the SPIRE 1-D
spectra used in this study, flat spectrum in the
file name indicates the continuum-subtracted spectra,
residual spectrum in the file name indicates the resid-
ual spectra after subtracting emission lines and contin-
uum.
C. CLASSIFICATION OF THE 1D PROFILES FOR
MORPHOLOGY
We classified the 1D smooth profile into three classes,
bipolar, single, and irregular, depending on whether
they have the double peaks, single peak, and flat pro-
file, respectively. The irregular profile can be a result
of complex source structure or the absence of outflows.
The sources that have a bipolar feature identified in the
1D profile all exhibit outflows in the velocity-resolved
observations. However, not all outflows observed in the
velocity-resolved observations are identified from the 1D
profiles due to the weak emission of the outflows or the
complexity of the source. Thus, we further classified the
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Figure 17. The continuum-free SPIRE 1D spectra for the COPS sources. The vertical bars indicate the significant detections
on emission lines. The red solid bars represent the CO emission, while the red dotted bars represent the 13CO emission. The
water lines are shown in black solid bars, while the OH lines are shown in black dotted bars. The orange bars indicate the
emission of HCO+, while the [C I] lines are shown in magenta bars. Note that the figure of RCrA IRS7B/C shows the spectrum
of RCrA IRS7C due to the blending between of two sources.
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Table 11. Summary of the morphology of CO emission
Source 1D profile Presence of outflow Ref. Typea
IRAS 03245+3002 Ir B/R Chou et al. (2016) 4
L1455 IRS3 ND N Kang et al. (in prep.) 2
IRAS 03301+3111 ND N Kang et al. (in prep.) 2
B1-a Si B Kang et al. (in prep.) 1
B1-c Bi B/R Storm et al. (2014) 1
L1551 IRS5 Bi B/R Wu et al. (2009) 1
TMR 1 ND B Kang et al. (in prep.) 3
TMC 1A ND B Yıldız et al. (2015) 3
TMC 1 ND B/R Yıldız et al. (2015) 3
HH 46 Si R Yıldız et al. (2015) 1
Ced110 IRS4 Ir N Yıldız et al. (2015) 2
BHR 71 Bi B/R Parise et al. (2006) 1
DK Cha Ir N Yıldız et al. (2015) 2
IRAS 15398–3359 ND B/R Yıldız et al. (2015) 3
GSS 30 IRS1 Si B Yıldız et al. (2015) 1
VLA 1623−243 Ir B/R Santangelo et al. (2015) 4
WL 12 Ir B/R Bontemps et al. (1996) 3
RNO 91 Ir N Yıldız et al. (2015) 2
L483 Bi B/R Dunham et al. (2014a) 1
RCrA IRS5A Si N Peterson et al. (2011) · · · b
L723 MM Ir B/R Bontemps et al. (1996) 3
B335 Bi B/R Stutz et al. (2008) 1
L1157 Bi B/R Tafalla et al. (2015) 1
L1014 ND B/R Bourke et al. (2005) 3
Note—The notation for the classification of 1D smooth profile: Bi: bipolar lobes; Si: single
lobe; Ir: irregular profile; ND: not enough detection for constructing the 1D profile. The
presence of outflow is labelled by B, R, and N for blue, red, and no outflow, respectively.
aPlease see Appendix C for the discussion of the types.
bNo clear outflow detection for RCrA IRS5 in other studies; therefore, it is unclear whether
the SIPRE morphology tracing outflows.
1D profiles into three types: (1) bipolar outflows (or sin-
gle outflow) are identified in the 1D profile, which is also
confirmed with the velocity-resolved observations; (2) no
bipolar feature seen in the 1D profile, and the velocity-
resolved observations show little CO emission in the high
velocity wings; (3) outflows are seen from the velocity-
resolved observations, whereas few off-center detection
is found in our SPIRE data due to insufficient sensitiv-
ity; (4) the 1D profile is irregular, while the irregular-
ity is consistent with the velocity-resolved observations,
mostly due to the presence of multiple sources or broad
outflows. Table 11 lists the class and type for the 1D pro-
file of each source. We found that spatially extended CO
emission observed with SPIRE always has an outflow-
related origin based on its morphology.
D. EFFECT OF SENSITIVITY ON THE
VARIATION OF BIPOLARITY
In Section 4.6.3, we use the peak-to-valley difference to
quantify the strength of bipolarity and found a decrease
of the difference suggesting the bipolarity diminishing at
higher-J CO lines. However, the cause of the decrease
of the peak-to-valley difference can be either the bipolar
feature diminishing toward the higher J-levels or sim-
ply lower sensitivities at the higher J-levels. Thus, we
investigate the effect of sensitivity by artificially decreas-
ing the fluxes seen in CO J = 4→ 3 (CO J = 9→ 8) for
the SLW (SSW) module and calculate the peak-to-valley
differences. These two lines have the strongest strength
at outer spaxels in each module. We use B1-c as an
example. Figure 18 shows two sets of 1D smoothed pro-
files applied with various SNR reductions for the SLW
and SSW modules, respectively. Ideally, if all signals re-
main significant after the SNR reduction is applied, the
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1D profile should be the same, therefore the same peak-
to-valley difference. It is only when the signal becomes
non-detectable (i.e. SNR < 4), then the 1D profile and
the peak-to-valley difference change correspondingly.
When the SNR reduction is small (−∆SNR=2 or 4),
the low-SNR detections are reduced to the noise level,
while the high-SNR detections remain significant but
weaker. Therefore, the valley of the 1D profile be-
comes lower, resulting in a higher peak-to-valley differ-
ence (Figure 18). As the SNR reduction becomes larger,
we start to see the peak-to-valley difference decrease
(Figure 18, right). When most of the original detections
become non-detections, the 1D profile is dominated by
a few high-SNR detections preferentially found in the
bipolar feature. Thus, a further SNR reduction sim-
ply decreases the height of the peak in the 1D profile,
reducing the derived peak-to-valley difference. In sum-
mary, the most robust analysis with the peak-to-valley
difference should be restricted to the sources with sig-
nificant detections at the outer spaxels over the J-levels
(Jup=4–13).
E. ARCHIVAL PHOTOMETRY FOR COPS
SOURCES
Table 12 shows part of a table that contains all PACS
and SPIRE photometry derived in this study as well as
the photometry collected from literatures. The entire
table is available as machine readable table online.
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Figure 18. Top: The 1D smoothed profiles of CO J = 4→ 3 (left) and CO J = 9→ 8 (right) with SNR reductions applied.
The applied SNR reduction is indicated by the color of points in the figures shown in the bottom. Bottom: The peak-to-valley
differences derived from the profiles with different SNR reductions applied.
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Table 12. Reference for Photometry
Wave. Flux Ref. Wave. Flux Ref. Wave. Flux Ref.
[µm] [Jy] [µm] [Jy] [µm] [Jy]
B1-a
1.2 8.90(−3) C03 1.7 3.80(−4) C03 2.2 1.40(−3) C03
3.6 1.64(−2)±9.00(−4) c2d-DR4 4.5 4.93(−2)±2.50(−3) c2d-DR4 5.8 8.45(−2)±4.00(−3) c2d-DR4
8.0 1.15(−1)±5.00(−3) c2d-DR4 12.0 2.50(−1) IRAS2 24.0 1.69±1.60(−1) c2d-DR4
25.0 1.39±1.40(−1) IRAS2 70.0 6.45±6.10(−1) c2d-DR4 100.0 7.54±3.64 CDF-v2
160.0 1.18(1)±4.45 CDF-v2 250.0 2.40(1)±7.95 CDF-v2 350.0 2.02(1)±7.20 CDF-v2
500.0 1.50(1)±6.41 CDF-v2 850.0 3.69 DF08
Note—The numbers in the prentices indicate the exponent of the power of ten. The uncertainties of fluxes are only
shown if published in literatures. The entire table is available online as a machine readable table.
References—A93 = Andre et al. (1993b), A94 = Andre & Montmerle (1994), A05 = Andrews & Williams (2005),
B81 = Beichman & Harris (1981), C84 = Cohen et al. (1984), C85 = Cohen et al. (1985), C00 = Chandler & Richer
(2000), C03 = Cutri et al. (2003), C08 = Chen et al. (2008), C12 = Cutri & et al. (2012), c2d-DR4 = Evans et al.
(2003), CDF-v2 = this work, D15 = Dunham et al. (2015), D98 = Dent et al. (1998), DF08 = Di Francesco et al.
(2008), E05 = Eisner et al. (2005), E08 = Enoch et al. (2008), E09 = Evans et al. (2009b), G85 = Gee et al. (1985),
G07 = Groppi et al. (2007), G09 = Gutermuth et al. (2009), H92 = Hughes & Hartigan (1992), H93 = Henning et al.
(1993), H00 = Hogerheijde & Sandell (2000), H16 = Henden et al. (2016), I10 = Ishihara et al. (2010), IF2 = Moshir
(1989), IRAS2 = Helou & Walker (1988), J08 = Jørgensen et al. (2008), K83 = Keene et al. (1983), K93 = Kenyon
et al. (1993), K09 = Kirk et al. (2009), L10 = Launhardt et al. (2010), M87 = Myers et al. (1987), MS94 = Moriarty-
Schieven et al. (1994), M01 = Motte & Andre´ (2001), M10 = McClure et al. (2010), P11 = Peterson et al. (2011),
R10 = Rebull et al. (2010), S96 = Saraceno et al. (1996), S00 = Shirley et al. (2000), S06 = Stanke et al. (2006),
S07 = Spezzi et al. (2007), S08 = Stutz et al. (2008), T90 = Terebey et al. (1990), V02 = Visser et al. (2002),
W07 = Wu et al. (2007), Y05 = Young et al. (2005), Y10 = Yamamura et al. (2010), Z04 = Zacharias et al. (2004).
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